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PREFACE 

At the last plenary meeting, the participants approved the conclusions 

reproduced in Annex 1. 

The record itself, prepared by the Secretariat of UNIDO, recapitulates 

these conclusions point by point.    In connexion with each point, it presents 

a stannary of the discussions that took place at the plenary and group meetings. 
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I.     GÖJKRAL OBÜKHVATlONti 

1.1    A Meeting on Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries thni.f-h :>u- 
contracting and Licensing Agreement'"! with Special Reference to the Aut-e.met i v 
Industry was held in Paris from 27 November to 1 December 1^72.    It wan 
attended by almost 200 participants representing government agencien in the 
developing countries, the principal enterprises in the sector of the automctiv. 
industry and the automobile equipment  industry, and specialista on questioni; 
of international subcontracting and licensing. 

The Meeting was organized b;  the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization (UNIDO),  in collaboration with the French 

Ministry of Industrial and Scientific Development.     It wan  finane.-.j 

partly out  of the voluntary contribution granted ío UNIDO by the 

French Government on the 1972 budget. 

The opening Meeting was chaired by Mr. J. Cnarbonnel, the Mirui-Ur 

of Industrial and Scientific Development in the French Government. 

The participants appointed a steering committee, whoso task it war, 

to assist and advise UNIDO on running the Meeting.    The following 

persons constituted that commit teat 

- Ouilherme Q. Almeida (National automobile Trades Union, Brazil) 

- Moheddine Beohraoui (Ministry for the National Koonomy, Tunisia) 

- Jacques Del orme (Ministry of Industrial and Scientific Development, 
France) 

- Camille Gruau (Regie Renault, France) 

• Reinhard Moorkamp (Volkswagen Merke A.G., Fierai Recubito of Germany) 

»   Josi Policarpo (Chamber of Industries, Philippines) 

• Jaiiusz Szotek (Vice-Mini st er for the Mechanical Industries, Poland) 

• Richard Thornton (Gemerai Motors Oversea« Corporation, United Stato« 
of america) 

The committee elected Mr« Delorme as Chai imam. 

The participant» oame from forty-two countries, distributed as 

fol lows i 

Twtr-M ^mlttmMi m^^9t 

Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cyprus, Egypt, Hong Kong, India, 

Indonesia, Iran, Ivory Coast, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, 



Pakistan, Philippines,  Senegal, Singapore, Thailand,  Togo, Tunisia, 

Turkey,  Venezuela, Yugoslavia,  Zaire. 

Sixteen industrialized countries; 

Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Prance, Federal Republic of Germany, 

Hungary,  Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spam, Sweden, 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom, United States 

of Aaerica. 

Ten ini« rnational or intergovernmental organizations were also 

represented* 

- Tho United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 

- The International Labour Office 

- The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

- The International Finance Corporation (Morid Bank Group) 

- The Morid Intellectual Property Organization 

- The Organization of American States 

- The Organization for Econome Co-operation arid Development (05CD) 

- The OECD Development Centre 

- The CoramiBßion of +he European Communities 

-- The Centre for industrial Studies for the Maghreb 

The opening address was delivered by Mr. J. Charbonnel, Minister 

of Industrial and Scientific Development (France) and an address was given 

by Mr. Leprette, Minister Plenipotentiary, Director of the United Nations 

and International Organizations Department in the Ministry of Foreign 

Affaire. 

A message from Mr. I.H. Atodel-Eaaman, Executive Director of UNIDO 

wan read to participants. 

Mr. F. Le Quay, Director of the Industrial Policies and Programming 

Division of UMIDO, introduced the basic document (ID/to. 136/3) prepared 

^  the Secretariat of UNIDO.    He defined the objectives and proposed 

methods for tho participants in this meeting. 



GENERAL  DEBATE 

The  plenary m ertine were  devoted to the prorontat ion u«   the  rn-. • 

which gave rise to many epiestiontì and auch dircussuion  between  then 

authors  and participa*"   e.    The  following paper*;' were  preonntfd   in 

this order: 

Examples of international co-operation in the fiel,   of the automotive 
industry 

- Role of UBIBO in the field of automotive indusrtrieB (W/Wì.l~!>b/C>} 
presented by Mr. C. Gonzalez-Hernandez,  Industrial Technology 
Di vision, USÎD0. 

- Development of the autoaotive industry in developing countries  in 
co-operation with industries in developed countries:    case ntudy 
of Tunisia (ID/KG.136/12), presented by Mr. N. Bechraoui, Director 
for Industry, Ministry for the Rational Economy, Tunisia. 

- Development of th^ automotive induBtry in developing countries in 
co-operation with industries in the developed countries (ID/at«. 1 i< '•//!), 
presented by Mr» P. Rakovic, President and Director-General of 
the Crvena Zastava Works, Yugoslavia. 

- Report on dynamic development of automobile industry in developing 
countries  (ID^IB.136/15),  presented by Mr.  H.  Satoh, Director of 
Research, Nomura Research Institute for Technology and Economies, 
Jape:». 

- Autoaotive co-operation in Hungary - International  co-operation * 
in the automotive industry (lD/»Tî.136/8),  presented by Mr. P. Horchlor 
of the Committee for International Economic Relatione, Hungary. 

- Information regarding the Venezuelan automotive industry (ID/HG.136/J/>), 
presented by Mr. H. Pisani-Ricci, of the- Autoaotive Industry on the 
Committee, Venezuela. 

- Development of trs automobile industry in Romania and collaboration 
with industry in the developed countries, presented by Mr. V. Anghcl, 
Director of the Automobile Planning Centre,  Romania. 

During the Meeting, two special papers were presented to the 

participants, on« «rtitledi     "Import  of technology to developing countries - 

experiences in the automobile industry" by Mr. H. Schmidt of Daimler Benz 

A.G.,  and the other entitled "General Motors1 basic tranport vehicle" 

by Mr. R.L. Thornton of General Motors. 

International subcontracting 

- UKIDO,s action in the field of international  subcontracting 
(ID/at!. 136/l7)i presented by Mr. S. Zampetti  of the Industrial 
Policies and Programming Division, UHDO. 



- Automobil.' subcontracting with the developing count nos  ( Iß/MG. 13o/l 1 ) , 
presented bj Mr.  K.  flornard, Avocat  a la Cour,  Pans,  Prance. 

- Transfer    f technology - the Hong Kong view  (ID/WO.136/10),  presented 
by Mr.  h. Porter, Head,  Industry Division, Commerce and Industry 
D<-partm<mt, Hong Kong. 

The participante alno had the opportunity to atudy the following 

documentBï 

- Production contracts and subcontracting in econeoie co-operation 
between the USSR and developing countries <1D/MG.136/5), presented 
by Hr. 0. Proknorov of the Institute of Economies of the World 
S'OiaHst Syst« of the AcuJamy of Sciences of the USSR. 

- Study on the opportunities for subcontracting manufacturing activities 
of the CSSH industry with industrier, in developing countries 
(ID/US.136/6), presented by Mr. L. Riha, Ministry of Construction 
and Technology, Czechoslovakia. 

•-*   Subcontracting - th" vir*s of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
wirt Schaft liehe Äusawaenarbeit, froderai Republic of Germany. 

- International subcontracting, nmployment and skill promotion, 
presented by Mr. 3. MatanabS, International Labour Offi co, 
Economic Branch. 

Tranufer of licence» from the industrialised to the devt^opinff comrtrioü 

- T:    m»ing of technology inco the developing countries (ID^W.136/7), 
preuer/ed by Mr. E. Aguilar of the Industrial Services and Institu- 
tions Division, UNIDO. 

- The rolt   of industrial property in th_ transfer of technology on a 
contractual basis (ID/MG.13o/l3), presented by Mr. J.J. Bur3t, 
Director of the Centre d'etudes internatio.iales de la propriété 
i ndust nolle, Prance. 

- The role of ooiisultantB in the technology transfer process 
(ID/MO. 136/14) presented by Mr. R. Goldschmjider, Industria^ 
Property Right:. Group, New York, United States of america. 

Various documents referring to the aeeting of the Committee of 

Experts on a Patent Licensing Convention, which was held under ti» 

auspices of MTPO at Geneva fro» 3U October to 3 November 1972, »ere made 

available to participants. 

Extracto from the final report of the Specialized Conference on th< 

Application of Science and Technology to Latin American Development 

(CACTAl) were presented by the Organization of American Statep. 



GROUP DISCUSSIONS 

In three discussion groups more thorough exchangeu   of vi.-wr. were 

held about  the three principal  subjects of the Meeting. 

The subjects discussed were: 

The automotive industry (group l) 

- The search for mutual benefits that might lea-1 to  inter-onterp  in. 
agreements in the automotive industry - 

- Types of products or operations} 
- Relative costs in different   economic situational 
- Conditions of accessibility to différent markets,  «to. 

- Qbrtaclee and incentivos relative to international industrial 
co-operation (guarantees, legal, financial and administrative 
problems, technical training, etc.) 

- The collection and dissemination of information favourable to 
inter-enterprise agreements 

- The role of governments, professional organizations and  inter- 
enterprise agreements 

- The role of international organisations 

- Modele for the development of automotive industries 

- Quality and price control 

- Appropriate transport facilities 

- appropriate technology. 

Subcontracting (group 2) 

- Economic feet ors favouring the search for subcontracting agruum,fnin 

- Legal and administrative aspects of international aubcont^aotm/: 

- International communication of information on sectors, Uchiuq^-H 
and enterprises 

- The role of governments and professional organizations in the ela- 
tion oi  subcontracting in the developing and the industriali«*'countririt4 

- The role of international organizations. 

Licences (arQUD V 

- Economic factors favouring the search for licence contracte 

- Legal and administrative aspecto of international licensing 

- International communication of information on Beet ore, techniques 
and enterprises 

- fto role of governments and profeeeional organisât ione m the opera- 
tion of  licences xn the developing and the industrialized countries 

- The role of international organisât ione. 



1..     Th.   gwral   opinion oí' parti Oí panto wac that  this Meeting provided an 
,.,,,.or !,unUy  for   a great  number  of useful contacte.    The  positivo character 
of  kal-it'-ral  <ii     u.^iono programmed  in advance was emphasized,  as was the 
importan«^  to  each of th- participants, of bettor knowledge  of the points of 
-.,,..w of potential   partners a«   expressed  xn  the general  debate and the group 
t íi'.euíuuonr 

In raiponce to previous requestß  from the participants from the 

developing countneo and  enterprises  in the industrial  countries,  the 

Ufi IDO Secretariat had planned confidential bilateral meetings in advance. 

about  ?'j0 conversations of this type took place during the meeting 

under thin programme.    Humorous other contacts not prepared in advance 

were mad«,  in particular during the various receptions that were given 

on the occasion of the Keating. 

The  participants expressed their satisfaction and considered that 

tili-:-«   confidential business contacts were an essential eloment of such 

meeting».    Inter alia they enabled then» to appreciate better the 

posnibiliti«'» for agreements founded on a convergence of interests. 

H   The participante accepted the manner in which the basic document presented 
by th.< Sountanat of UNIDO dealt with the problems of international industrial 
.•Û-operation.    Some of them emphasized that the Btress laid in this document 
on inter-enterprise agreements as instruments for the transfer of technology 
did not  imply  that thi  role of the government s'in the developing countries 
was- a ¡leenndary one}    they had an'important  part to play because the transfer 
of technology muut find a place in the framework of the  industrialization 
strategy and  policies of each of the countries and take  into account the 
«•i,inc.-i! that  they had made with regard to their long-term technical development 
pul lv'lf'ïl. 

Without  going into the matter in detail, the document  referred to the 
roh- of multinational companies  in the transfer of technology and development. 
The meeting recognized the importance of this problem, which has various 
aitpcctu, both positive and negative.    It did not discusu it thoroughly, noting 
that  »he United Nations Economic and Social Council had set up a special 
.-oran i ¡. t ee to s tudy it. 

The basic document  (ID/too. 13^/3) made a number of propoeals for tha 

considérât ion of participants.    Inter aliai it proposed» 

-   "...That, without neglecting other aspects, participants should 
examine the problem of the transfer of technology essentially at 
the l.-vei of industrial enterprises themselves and moreover that 
particular attention should first  be devoted to two specific types 
of relationship by meani- of which enterprises can establish contact 
wjth one another, develop ties and collaborate, namely licensing 
.•tgroementP and  international subcontracting operations.    Then other 
foitru- "of inter-enterprise co-operation at the  international level 
,ouli  be >iii-euL^od.H     (page 2 of the basic document). 
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- The document  also recalled  the   e une lu nom;  of the Seminar orfani •••• i 
by UNIDO at Karlovy Vary   m  Vjv'j, where the  e^ential  question  rai-,1 
was:     »Did the developing countries reed to  entablan automotive 
industries?"  (page j of the basic document). 

- The document suggested that emphasis be ban ed on the now factor-, that 
had arisen aince 1^9 and in particular to various recent* eaiun' which 
had the following character ist ico in common: 

(a) They were enterpriBe-to-tmterpriue agreemente; 

(b) They were not confined to the supply of equipment or to ohare 
participation but  increaoingly involved two-way exchanger, 
of goodsj 

(c) They concerned not only the transfer of technology but the 
transfer of production and markets; 

(d) They involved medium and long-term commitments leading m 
several cases to a dynamic procede of deepening and developing 
co-operat ion arrangement 3 ; 

(e) They took very different forms depending on the economic 
situations and social systems prevailing in the count rie« 
concerned}    in several cases, participating enterpriser retained 
their legal autonomy and their own right to decision (ragun  I 
and 4 of the basic document). 

Consideration still being confined to the automotive industry,  the 

question arose whether the characteristics quoted above wore »...  isolated 

cases without general significance or long-term r-'levane« or, on the 

contrary,   Lhe first signs of a lasting trend ;..«  (page 4 0f the bacio 

document).    That was the question asked of participants. 

The basic document al3o emphasized the following points: 

-   "In some sectors, the industry of the advanced countries ia encounter- 
ing problems which appear to be more than pausing difficulties, for 
which it is difficult to envisage a long-term solution in a strictly 
domestic framework, or even im the framework of association among 
developed countries."    (page 4 of the basic document). 

"   +v*4 "* á8Vel°Pin6 cow»*rie« are becoming increasingly aware that 
their industrial leeway can be made up only if they turn to foreign 
resources and experience with regard to techniques, know-how, 
organization, training facilities and finance to supplement their 
own efforts, which are indispensable.    It is true that they aro 
concerned that the industry which they wish to set up should meet 
the country«s own needs and produce a linkage effect and modernization 
in the entire comestic economy, but they realize that strategies 
based solely on import substitution quiekly run out  of steam, all 
the more so because the countries» domestic or even regional markets 
are small."    (page 5 of the basic doc»ent). 
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- It  asked th<: questioni*: 

"... May not these concerns among those on both sides be a sign of 
possible convergence of interest?"  and "is it  not  possible ... to 
progi-ir.n towards co-operation firmly founded on the search for 
cpecific mutual advantages?"     (page 5 of the basic document). 

- With regard to "objective conditions for the establishment of genuine 
compiemontarity»   (page 5 of the basic document) the question arose 
what paths led to profitable specialization;     in this context: 

(a) "...  It  is doubtful whether automatic operation of the laws of 
the market  can provide a solution"  (page 5 of the basic document). 

(b) "Many research studies have stressed the role played by multi- 
national companies in the dissemination of technology and in 
specialization of production among countries" (page 6 of the 
basic document). 

(c) "...  International division of labour in the world context and, 
consequently, an allocation of industries among countries at 
various levels of development, determining the comparative 
advantages regarding labour and capital in each of the major 
industrial sectors ..." would suppose "... a world governed 
by reaaon,  in which political decisions would bow to the 
calculations of technicians ..." (page 6 of the basic document). 

(d) "Governments have an essential role to play in the establishment 
of a true process of co-operation"  (page 7 of the basic document). 

(e) "..* Specialization and compiamentarity will above all be the 
result of a process undertaken at the level of industrial enter- 
prises themselves.   The transfer of technology and know-how will 
b© more effective, profitable and durable if these agreements 
also include the transfer of production and markets."   (pai© 8 
of the basic document). 

The basic document proposed considering w... first of all subcontract- 

ing and licensing agreements and then other forms of inter-enterprise 

industrial oo-operation which exist or which might oome into being ..«"i 

dealing as far aa subcontracting was concerned with definitions and legal 

aspects (pages 8 and 9), economic and social aspects (page 9) and limitations 

(page 10), taking into amount "the more elaborate form of industrial 

relationship", namely, the licensing agreement, which was "... less of a 

one-way relationship than the subcontracting agreement but was more 

restrictive from the legal point of view (owing to the inclusion of 

industrial property)   ..."  (page 10), and in particular its advantages 

(patw 11), operating conditions and limitations (pages 11 and 12). 

Participants were invited to'"...  envisage other forms of inter-enterprise 
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industrial  co-operation that   an- moro  appropria1 ••   u;  v s   «     •    > ;,.      , 

that  the  partners aro at  different   utagvc   of   i v-!   jfn.-n'    t- ;   ¡      ,,. - • 

different   politico-economic  tiyotemo",   by whi-h  \'  w^ui ¡   \-.. \ •.,   - 

associato "transfers  of production and markH;- wi'h  • r?«u-îvf     ...   M,;iWi   lf. 

and know-how."    (page li' of the basic document). 

Finally, the basic document propo:;-M » hai ¡ .;• j ;ÎI* .• í..-, , , 

the means to bo adopted to eneourapr intíT-^nt-rpri.' .i.- is.-t.! -.,.,- 

some reflections onî 

- Information cyutomc (pago I3) 

- Information on existing inter-enterprxse agreement;-  ( pagno M a, i  14 

- Methodology for the determination of mutual advanta^*»? (pag«> 14} 

- Ways and means of making contacts (page 14) 

- A co-operative programme of international industrial development 
that would tend to ensure better liaison and an associati an of 
effort among existing agencies, whether professional, govermnntal 
or international (pages I5 and 16). 

1.4   Participants agreed that satisfactory and durable industrial co-operation 
could not be based on general principles, macro-economic calculations! or 
a Priori legal regulations but on a search for such mutual  advantage« aa 
might be brought to light in each specific case. 

The presentation of the case studies, the statement a and diucuuuior.o 

tshowed some of the basxc interests that  countries and untorpriseu have 

in seeking satisfactory and durable industrial co-operation. 

The discussions showed that, as far as the developing countries 

were concerned, the advantages sought were mainly: 

(a) The creation oí jobs, often calling for a transfer of production 
and leading either to the establishment of enterprises or to the 
improvement of existing production capacity. 

\ (b)    k contribution by industry to the equilibrium of the balance of 
payments: 

- Bither by a reduction in importa, made possible by the uBe 
of locally manufactured parts òr sub-asBemblies; 

- Or preferably by access to the export market. 

(c)    The strengthening of an industrial base, by meanu of which it would 
be possible to rise to a higher technical level, absorb the transfer 
of technical knowledge and know-how and develop technical training 
and research. 



On ih-  oth.-r  hand,   not   ;u, much  j.ivoiiv-   n.r-rmation war.  g¡v«>n   on  Ue 

:,.t,r-i.;t  01.  th-  part   of  ontc-rprit-« •••   u¡ the   industrialized count ri.-r:   in 

..-king induct rial   co-operation with the dovelopii  * countries.     Thr< 

following point i;   can bo noted: 

(1)    Their desire  to  retain external markets  that  have already be<n 
acquired or to acquire now markets. 

(;>)    Their ßoarch for cheaper manpower and lower transport costs. 

(3) Pressure due to competition among the large manufacturers. 

(4) The eoluiion of some problems raised by ,--«th (div«-iîifica ion 
of sources  of rmpply for parte or assoni ',  situai ion» ere it ed 
by technical unemployment, action taken u counteract sudden 
fluctuation«  in the economic .-situation, medium-tei» and long-term 
programming of development plans in favour of a different  location 
'of capital  investment |  etc.). 

(5) The pressure of the «technology market" which makes export of an 
innovation necessary as the result of a surplus if knowledge, m 
particular as far as licensers are concerned. 

However, the discussions showed that  it  is difficult to elicit 

general rules concerning the trend of international industrial co-operation. 

In fact» 

- The economic and political contexts in the various enterprises and 
countries concerned differ; 

- Macro-economic calculations do not apply to the breakdown of the 
industrial product into its elements or components, and such a 
breakdown is a preliminary to any industrial co-operation between 
enterprises} 

- Standards with regard to technology,  regulation? and legal provisions 
vary from one country to another or from one group of countries to 
another. 

In each specific case there mußt be a systematic search for mutual 

advantages, without thereby losing sight of the overall economic and 

social development strategies of each of the partners. 

l.r)   Many participants pointed out that, whatever for» the agreement  envisaged 
»night take, the developing countrx waB in a position of relative weakness, 
,uid  the legal and administrative formulations for contracts between partners of 
virtually equal  strength should therefore be reconsidered,    »very effort 
.mould be made to close the  initial gap.    For that  purpose, enterprises in 
L)I.   developing countries should be supported by appropriate government measures. 

!. .-uhi i lion,  the machinery for the establishment  of industrial co-operation 
d  be designed to afford the developing countries greater possibilities 
i.iti.ttive,  better aceeiu? to  information and appropriate assistance. 

:-hould  b"  taken to   increase the possibilities  for choice through better 
'::LV   > end .i Mom- between potential  partners. 

i 

."lieu U 



The Meeting stressed the  ox i atone« of administrativo, and legal 

formulations which wore unsuitable' in view of the  relatively weak position 

of the developing countries.     In <-ther words,  the  regulation texts  govern- 

ing industrial  a&ree".entB having been designed  by and  for partners   in 

developed countries,  they d; 1 not  always take into account factors 

relating specifically to the industrial development  of the developing 

countries» 

In that  connexion, it needed to be pointed out that existing capacities 

and their quality were largely unknown» that the technical levels which 

had been reached were disproportionate and that purchasing power varied 

greatly.    I» addition to those disparities, there were the compelling 

political and social factors existing in each country. 

The types of agreements envisaged between enterprises must take 

into account  those differences by introducing new criteria concerning the 

content and means of implementation of agreements,  in particular where 

integration of industrial production was concerned. 

Appropriate governmental measures in the developing countries and 

the developed countries could help enterprises to achieve a more adequate 

organisation of their relations.    Some participants mentioned provisions 

such as the obligation for the parties to shift a cortain percentage of 

the manufacture of parts or sub-assemblies to the local party each year. 

Others stressed the obligation to invest and re-invest profits, the fixing 

of a minimum nunbar of jobs or participation in work relating to training 

and the mastery of techniques. 

In order to promote industrial co-operation and reduce existing 

inequality,  it was recommended that the machinery established should 

afford the developing countries increased possibilities for making their 

demands carry more weight, rather than finding themselves in a situation 

where all the «eight was carried by the offers made to them.    In that 

connexion, it was advisable to encourage initiative, promote acceso to 

information at all lovais and define appropriate assistance.    One of the 

means for achieving this was through wideupread use of competition 

{calls for bids, competitions, comparative studies of advantagea and of 

proposals)  and making selective, well-adapted and speedy inquiry services 

available to the developing countries. 
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I.»     Th.:   representatives of   the- developing count rie? drew  attention to the 
ir'-ori-xnce which they attached   to increasing their exporte of manufactured 
e- u\v..     The Mooting strcrjced  the   role which mter-enterpriao agre err enti; cou li 
', ¡   .   in that  connexion, provided  the producto to be exported were carefully # 

-••i. .:t«;df   taking into account   the  economic and   toohrical   conditions  in both 
partner.-'   countries. 

The presentation 01   'he cast v. and  the  diücuijcions following th-.m 

gave the representatives of the developing countries the  opportunity to 

call  attention to the   importance which they attached to  increasing their 

exporte of manufactured goods.    The econome and regulatory provisions 

lu^a down by seme countries to promote exports were stressed.    Scree of 

thooc provißion0 wore  in the process of being drawn up or had recentlv 

entered  into fore.     That war? the case,   for oxamplo,  in Venezuela and 

Mexico.    Connidoration of the various types of  inter-cnterprise agreementn 

showed  that -those agreement« were tending to evolve towards more frequent 

ine 1 uiuon of compensation or counterpart   clauses encouraging increases 

in  exporta.    Such increases could be achieved either by exporting to 

regional markets or by expanding exports to international or inter- 

regional markets. 

In nome of the cases presented, complete vehicles (buses, lorries) 

were being exported.     In most cases,  inter-entcrprise agreements providing 

for  the re-export of partn,  nub-assemblies or asferablies which had been 

cirefully selected both technically and economically were  involved! 

- Since July 1970, up to (ß t•nGG a month of unmachmed steel castings 
of 15 types had been sei4  t    the French market by a Tunisian enter- 
prise as part  of the compensâtion provided for by collaboration 
agreements with a French manufacturer (see Tö/VQ, 136/12,  pagos 34-4^)* 

- Tn 1968 and lf>>9,  the extensions of contracte signed since 1954 
between an Italian automofcile manufacturer and a Yugoslav enterprise 
had provided for the supply of counterpart parts and assemblies, 
covering sta»pe*l parts, electrical  inßt allât ions, shock absorber«, 
batteries, forgings, seats, etc.    Since 19711 rear axles, front 
axles, complete chassis, batteries, wheels, etc.,  for lorries had 
\)e&n added. 

- Between 1966 and 19711 similar agreements had been reached between 
the Yugoslav manufacturer and the Polishr Soviet and Hungarian 
manufacturera.    The exporte involved ewnmtly accounted for 10 per œnt 
of production and there wae a definite upward trend (see ID/HO.136/4» 
pages 17-30). 
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Approximately oü por cent   t.,   * he bun-.'u manul'a* t ur--d   u. ¡¡»¡„-a;,   ,    . 
exported   (l'i71  production - i , HO rutu-n).     in   ]<,'(), mot---   ! ha¡   h ,. ! 
tuo  roar axl» ^ ana raoru  than two-thirdn of  the  .-l«^-ti i,-a]    -»jín j*«. n- 
produced liad  buen export ed. 

Oo-operation agreementì-J  concerning mutuai  «upply had  been eoneiuh.s 
between l1,**-t.. and VJIO between Hungarian enterpriser and iiovM, 
Gorman, Swedish, Austrian and French manufacturers. 

Under those agreements,   in addition tc the above-mentioned  itenu-, 
the Hungarian enterprises exported engine parto, windscreen wiper», 
¿©ntion diet ri but oro,  shock absorbere and headlight bu] be {see 
W/m. 136/8, pages 6-12). 

A  programme of exchanges  between the Venezuelan subsidiary  of a 
manufacturer in th> 1'nit-u StateB of America and  the firm«« other 
mibaidianes in Argentina and Chile had been worked out  in 1 l><b 
and I909.    That programme now enabled the Venezuelan subsidiary  to 
export automobile chassis  \o Chile and Argentina.    It was al00 
worth pointing out that the same subsidiary exported the following: 

Bumpers, springs, window glasses, etc., to Mexico; 

Brake drums, wheels,  etc., to Chile. 

Other subsidiaries of foreign firms in Venezuela had exported th« 
following between I969 and 19711 

Exhaust systems, petrol tanks and window glasses to Colombia* 

Shock al sorber supports, window glasses, etc., to Mexico; 

Petrol tankf to the United States of Americaj 

Window glasses to the United Kingdom. 

Romania had been exporting jeep-type vehicles since i'ji'j.    In iy«¡7, 
under a licence and technioal collaboration contract concluded 
between a Romanian manufacturer and a French manufacturer, sub- 
contracting and export of gear boxea for one type of vehicle had 
started.    In 1970, the export of front and rear axles for the same 
vehicle had been added. 

In 1971, the first vesicle« had bean exported under the agreements 
described above*    111» total exporta of vehicle» accounted for 
approximately 8 per cent of production in 1971. 

The Brasilian subsidiary of a Geraan manufacturer had exported more 
than 1,200 vehicles to neighbouring South American countries in 1971. 
Since 1969, that subsidiary, and another one located in Argentina, 
had been supplying to the Qeraan parent factory engine parts for 
mass production and, as necessary, also spare part«. 

Under a co-operation agreement between an Indian nn.erpriue and the 
same German manufacturer, Indian vehicles were aloo being exported. 

A co-operation agreement between the Geraum manufacturer and a 
Yugoslav manufacturer provided for counterpart supplies. 



Other examples-, were given during th.; disc inniom;,   in particular 

; o nee rn mg B r a ¿ i1,  Kgyp t, Mexico and Ï u 1 and. 

Special  at    -rition wat: given to the countries whose domestic markets 

«(-re-  luni%t<'d. 

Some of thorn,   ouch an Hong Kong and Singapore,  reported the results 

which they had achieved in exporting manufactured products by applying 

a policy which  lid not  provide for tariff protection and intervention of 

public aulh.-iiti-ii  in  industry.    This policy war, of a kind which encouraged 

international  subcontracting and competitive exports while making it 

poaiubl«; to achieve a relatively high wage level.    On the other hand, 

•ui'-t  enterprise wore in that case heavily dependent on their customers 

for reuearch, i<n:ign anil marketc (see ID/WG. 136/10). 

In other countries nich as Tunicia, domestic industrial enterprises 

(private or public) which engaged ¿ri subcontracting within the country 

were seeking means of extending that subcontracting to neighbouring 

countries under a regional policy.    At the same time,  in order to achieve 

economic independence, they wished to promote multinational and multi- 

regional trade in the framework of economic planning (see ID/MG.136/1?}. 

1.7    The participant,:-., who were unanimously convinced that  international 
industrial co-operation could be beneficial, noted during their discussions 
H certain number of difficulties involved in implementing that type of 
co-ope ration: 

(l)    the mutual advantages were realized only over a rather long period 
of timej    an attempt by one of the partners to make too quiok a 
profit could only lead to failure; 

(,')    The establishment of a common technical language was decisive for the 
success of an agreement, and that required patience and an effort at 
mutual understanding} 

( ,)    The lack of technical and economic information was sorely felt in mo3t 
of the developing countries. 

International industrial co-operation appeared to represent a 

necessary and desirable relationship.    The task of putting it into effect 

presented difficulties which were brought out in the papers and discussions. 

(l)    The mutual advantages were realized only over fairly long periods 
of time. 
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(a) Jn the  case  of Tunisia,   the   mU'i—eMerpriee  e.ollatu >-at LOH 
agre«.«ment   signed   in 1 J»t>7 covered   tre assembly of vehicles. 
Only in 1970,  after a difficult   phaue of  integration and 
approval,  had  it  been poaiuble to export   the  fin;t   parte 
manufactured   in Tunicia to the French market. 

(b) In the cace of the Yugoslav enterprise mentioned abov,   in ei-dr 
to achieve the present  stage of expansion of co-operation  in 
the mutual  interest, a contract  for the purchar- of a licence 
and technical co-operation had had to be concluded in ly'Mi    a 
new factory had had to be built  (1960-1962)?     a new contract 
had had to be signed  in 19&4 for the establishment  of a design 
and ,study cen.re (for testing and approval);    and in I907 the 
Government had had to lay down provisions concerning foreign 
investment.    Finally, in 1968, a contract on technical co- 
operation, production and financial participation had been 
signed. 

(c) In the caso of the Hungarian enterprises, which had a 
technological tradition, the first  industrial  co-operation 
contacts with foreign enterprises had been made  in the 19(0::. 

(d) In the case of Venezuela, the first Government programme for 
the shift to local manufacture of parts dated back to 19oi', 
and it appeared that the conditions for expanding the régula- 
tions to cover an export programme would not be satisfied 
until 1973. 

(e) The Romanian enterprise mentioned above had signed ito firut 
licence and technical co-operation contract with the French 
nterprise in 1966, and transfers of production had resulted 

in 1967 and I970. 

It emerged clearly that an attempt by one of the partners to make 
excessive and excessively rapid profits could only load to failure 
or delay in the conclusion of co-operation agreements.    Some of the 
participants stressed the need to envisage procedures in short, 
medium and long-range terms. 

(¿)    The establishment of a common technical language was of ducisi ve 
importance.    The industrialized countries themselves were far from 
having achieved unification of technical language, and the oxiating 
disparities were a handicap to the industrialization of the develop- 
ing countries.    An example of that was the disparity among technical 
standards, which obliged enterprises to have several stcoks (of 
raw materials and parts) meeting different specifications imponed 
by different manufacturers. 

Furtheimore, difficulties could arise among enterprises in count Jit*« 
at different levels of development in understanding designs and 
the terminology used in connexion with them and interpreting 
specifications. 



The*»- difficulties could  bradually W   overcome by programado   m 
romplving with delivery deadlines  and   improving reduci quality 
wl also by better information concerning the technical environment 
Tf "«ach country and -ach «i-erpri .-.*.     It «a. through the pract.ee 
„f co-operation thai,   in  tin..-,   the difficultioB could be overcome. 

Sumo participant« pointed out   that agreement  among enterprises 
would be facilitated by the intervention of technically coapet «tit 
persono who ciuld Berve m impartial  intermediaries.    Their role 
«ould consist  in the first place  u, uki.« an inventory of **<**"*1 
poBBibilitiea and usisiing partners in their search for a coawon 
technical language. 

Í Ù    The lack of technical and economic information »ade a dialofue 
betweenpotential partners difficult.    Înforaationwas either 
poorly suited to needs or inadequately disseminated. 

Technical and economic information was a single entity which related 
not only to techniques, technological development and market trends, 
but also to sources of manufacturing and equipment. 

The efficiency of an agreement depended on the communication of 
information at all lévele of the enterprise and the economy.     As 
long as that communication was inadequate, industrial relations 
were hound to be narked by distrust and laok. of understanding,  as 
the result of the partnerst not being convinced that the point 
of maxim» mutual advantage had really been reached. 
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The Meeting reached   the following conclusions: 

: . .    The cor elusions of the Seminar organizad by UNIDO at Karlovy   Varv   1!; 

. •   ' were reaffirmed,   m particular the conclusion tiiat the developing 
, .fries should concentrate mainly on the manufacture of commercial vehu-i^s 

*.  i oases.    Developments in recent years showed,  m addition,   that  some 
.'f.-eloping countries oould reach the steige of exporting certain parte and 
„ .<-asaembUes.    Those countries desired that  the agreements they concluded 
di.o-ud take account of that fact.    They could include clauses providing for 
compensation through exchanges of parts with the country of origin, 

The Seminar at Karlovy Vary, Chechoslovakia,  which took place from 

24 February  to M Maroh I969,  was organised by UNIBO in co-operation 

with the Government of Chechoslovakia.     Its mam objectives were t0 

oonsider the current situation and future trends  in the automotive 

industry in the developing countries,   to analyse means o'' promoting 

that industry, particularly through regional co-operation and intégrâtion 

and, lastly, to adapt satiating technique« or new techniques to meet  the 

needs of the developing oountries.    In other word«, the q< est ion to be 

answered wast    "Did the developing cou«tries need to establish automotive 

industria«?   Unanimity was by no means reached on this point.    Kor those 

who replied in the affirmative, subsequent questions concerned conditions 

for the establishment of an assembly )mi, percentage of integration and 

the seleotion of modela.    But all participants ware basically concerned 

with the prospects afforded by local «Markets in the devalopir,^ oountries 

or, at bast the organisation of market« and production between 

neighbouring oountries." 

Ho« does the situation stand in 1972? 

(a)   Th« question is no longer uo mich whether or net the developing 
oouatriat should establish automotive industrie«, but rather how 
and by what Means. 

(•) Bis OKD assembly of automobil a« cannot be an end in itself, as «as 
affirsjed by several participants,  including «tesa fmm tàe developed 
oountries. 

(o)   «1« careful searoh for appropriate points of attack, %n other «orda 
•seeifi* points where market and production conditions make the 
comparative advantages sors obvious, can facilitate the development 
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of  the automotive industry  and ancillary  industries  in countries 
in the process of industrialisation.    The participants referred 
in particular to the advantage for the least  industrially advanced 
countries of manufacturing commercial vehicles,  buses, 
sub-assemblies or complete units,  parts,  safety units,   etc. 

Participants also stressed the fact that  preference should Ve riven 
under certain conditions to the manufacture of vehicles suited to 
the specific environmental conditions in the developing countries 
rather than imposing types of vehicles designed to meet the 
requirements of the industrialized countries. 

(A)    The requirements of the automotive industry imposed by the small 
sine of markets,  investment costB, indirect costs and the need to 
econome« on foreign exchange on the one hand and the growing 
pressure of technology and labour markets on the other obliged 
the industrializing countries,  just like the industrialized countries, 
to move beyond an import-substitution industry alone.    Therefore, 
without minimizing the importance of percentages of integration 
(or use of locally produced parts), most of the participants 
stressed the possibilities afforded by a wider interpretation of 
compensation covering, for example, partB or assemblies belonging 
to other types of vehicles. 

(•)   The trend towards regulation by the industrialising countries of 
the percentage of integration was «rowing stronger, and some of 
those countries stated that such regulation was being or would be 
supplemented by regulations governing the proportions of 
compensation and export. 

(f)    There was uncertainty concerning thresholds for the percentage of 
locally manufactured parts in the automotive industry,  and also 
concerning the optimum market for motor vehicles making possible 
the establishment of a motor vehicle assembly and manufacturing 
industry.    It appeared that solutions would have to be found on a 
case-by-case basis. 

<\2    It could not,  however,  be stated that every developing country should 
äeveiop  its own motor vehicle production, since market conditions and 
industrial,  financial and adminiP1 rative infrastructure differed greatly from 
country  to country. 

The nesting provided m opportunity to consider the various 

strategies which have been adopted or are soon to be adopted by some 

countries for developing their automotive industries.    It showed that 

there is no single model for this development.    It was recognised that 

domestic production of motor vehicles called for thorough knowledge 

of market possibilities,  existing and future industrial infrastructure, 

financial structures and the economic and social development objectives 

ami policies of each country. 



The paper.on automobile subcontracting (ID/we. 1.3í>/11 )  described   t.lso 

difficulties created by  the differences among the legal  and administrative 

systems in different countries.    These difficulties were also referred 

to in the consideration of integration efforts undertaken under regional 

groupings. 

The models for the development of the automobile industry analysed 

during the Meeting share the objective of going beyond the traditional 

idea of simple import~substitution.    In order to achieve this, 

integration of local programmes and compensatory exchanges with parent 

enterprises can be used instead in various ways, depending on the 

specific conditions in each country. 

The Meeting was able to outline three basic types of models of 

development • 

The model applied in Mexioo provided for the use of a great deal 

of compensation.    It was inspired by the type of agreements which existed 

between the United States and Canada.    It supposed the existence of an 

industrial infrastructure and adequate regulatory and finanoial 

provisions.    In addition, a certain domestic sales potential was 

necessary.    For that reason, application of the model should take place 

by gradual stages. 

The eeoond model was based on bilateral or sub-regional agreements 

between developing countries.    It had been tried between Chile and 

Argentina and was currently being disousaed in the Andean group.    Under 

it, trade took place on the basis of parent enterprise prices ex-factory 

expressed in dollars. 

Lastly, subcontracting applied to labour-intensive or highly 

specialised products was a third model, which was applied, for example, 

in Hong Kong and also to a certain degree in Hungary. 

2.3   The participants emphasised the important role which sub-regional groups 
could play in the industrialisation of countries belonging to those groups. 
The existence of suoh groups should promote bilateral or multilateral 
agreements between developing countries able to provide the infrastructure 
neoessary for the development of complementary produots which could be 
profitably exchanged under a multinational programme. 
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Frequent reference was made by many participants to the existence 

of formation of sub-regional groups.     It  was recognized that in the 

automotive industry such arrangements would afford increased 

opportunities for making products competitive and also for coming to 

grips with international competition.    Some participants stressed that 

such groups should concentrate not merely on expanding domestic markets 

but on developing a variety of compiementary products which could 

profitably be exchanged under a multinational programme.    To this end, 

it was recommended that assemblies or sub-assemblies should be divided 

up according to parts or operations in order to increase ranges, 

distribute added value more evenly and facilitate accesa to the 

international market. 

Broadly speaking, these regional groupings should be supported by 

government poli oies, but they may also be assisted by agreements between 

independent enterprise» (private or public), between subsidiaries of 

multinational enterprises and between licensees or sub-licensees. 

Several programmes were brought to participants' attention.    They 

included: 

- The study programme of the Centre for Industrial Studies for the 
Maghreb concerning the division of operations among enterprises 
in countries of the Maghreb (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia); 

- The VAZ programme in the USSR for the manufacture of products under 
licence from an outside manufacturer, with which several OOffiBCON 
oountries are associated; 

- The LAFTA (Latin American Free Trade Association) Programmet 

- The Andean Group Programme (Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru); 

- Programme of complementarity between the countries of AS8AN 
(Association of South-Bast Asian Nations). 

2.4   It was noted that constraints related to brands and models should in 
some cases lead to regional or interregional specialisation. 

The papers and the ensuing discussions brought out the following 

facts (by way of example): 

- A passenger car is an assembly of approximately 5#000 kinds of 
components and parts consisting of about 20,000 pieces 
(see £D/'WG. 136/15, page l); 
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- It is estimated that in Tunisia there are 1,000 models of 

cars in use (all makes), and that the number of models of commercial 
vehicles imported from all countries over the last 35 years totalled 
at least 1,250 in 1970} it is reckoned that there are 250 models of 
coaches and buses covering 25 makes  (see ID/WG.136/12,  pa^e 14); 

- In Yugoslavia,  48.4 per cent of the vehicle population in  1970 
consisted of nationally produced vehicles and 51.6 per cent of 
foreign makes (44.7 per cent of this figure being divided among 
13 makes)  (see ID/WG. 136/4, page 11); 

- In Venezuela,  15 different firms are manufacturing a total of 190 
models (see ID/WG.136/16, pages 7-18); 

-- -    In Romanik, 9 makes representing 16 models accounted for 96.2 per 
5 cent of all passenger vehicles in I97O (see ID/KG. 136/19, page 3), 

I At present, the world automotive industry is conditioned b,y 
4 

; restraints related to the large number of parts which make up a vehicle 
t 
I and its equipment and the wide range of makes and models.    ThiB situation 

J is particularly unfavourable to the development of centralized production 
f 
I and distribution systems.    It tends to favour a geographical and sectoral 

} distribution of production, both for the manufacture of parts or 
é 
1 sub-assemblies of series and for ranges of separate parts.    Some 
í 
I participants even expressed the view that the new conditions regarding 

the international division of labour would stimulate a transfer of 

automobile production to the developing countries. 

Such a re-distribution resulting fro« the diversification of ranges 

and makes should lead to improved regional and interregional distribution 

of the means of production and marketing. 

Rapid developments and the short life of models in the industrialized 

countries favour a concentration of the manufacture of spare parts and 

parts for discontinued models in a developing country. 

In Latin America, this is being done by two subsidiary companies, 

one for LAPTA,  and the other for som« Latin American countries and Spam. 

2.5   The problem of costs was a complex one and both local conditions and 
foreign exchange costs should be taken into account.    It was noted, however, 
that differences in manufacturing costs for the same item resulting from the 
particular conditions pertaining in the countrios of the two partners were 
not decisive for the conclusion of a longer-term agreement. 
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All participants   m  the Meeting drew attention   to  the problem.'-  J1 

costs in the developing countries.    Some saw labour costs as a 

determining factor while others attached greater importance to  investmen* 

costs.    Frequent  reference was made to  indirect  costs,   whether  transport 

costs, fiscal and customs chargea or marketing costs. 

It was pointed out that cost comparison was particularly complex, 

since both the overall cost of the assembled vehicle and basic coats 

had to be taken into account.    Moreover, the comparative advantage shown 

by a calculation of relative costs made at a given moment could vary 

fairly quickly;     for example,  in the event of rapid increases in salaries 

and productivity in one or both of the enterprises covered by an 

international agreement. 

In general, production oocts in the automotive industry are 

appreciably higher in most developing countries as far at vehicle 

assembly is concerned (transport costs, 0X3) o ua torn s charges, local taxes, 

higher assembly costs in the developing countries). 

Nevertheless, it oan be stated that total oosts for the manufacture 

of parts or sub-assemblies vary fro» one product to another while being 

generally higher than for items produced in the industrialised countries, 

it was observed that  the gap tends to narrow as productivity improves 

with time. 

While these higher costs are still a handicap to exports in many 

cases, they »ay also be considered by sosto countries as the price to 

be paid temporarily for the establishment of a national industry, which 

ia   • means of providing training and creating employment. 

The fact is that these differences do not play a decisive role in 

the conclusion of an international oo-opei ition agreement between 

enterprises, for the reasons given in paragraph 1.7 above.    Several of 

the examples given during the Meeting support this view. 

Some developing countries stressed the importent, »t their present stage 
of industrialization, of having a competitive automotive industry as an 
incentive for the development of other industriai branches and as a means of 
accelerating technical  training. 

Eses 
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With regard to  the role of the automotive  industry  as a  fecal   pomi, 

for the transfer of technology,  the Meeting brought  to  li,*ht,   the widely 

divergent conditions pertaining in different developing countries which 

prompt  varying approaches to  industrial development.     Three points of 

view were expressed with regard to the automotive industry: 

The first was held by countries which have a very limited domestic 

market but occupy an advantageous commercial position.    These countries 

are reluctant  to establish an assembly industry but are quite willing to 

act as subcontractors for parts or sub-assemblies for large competitive 

itries.    Thia is the caso of enterprises in Singapore, Hong Kon« and 

Hungary (see U0W.136/1O and ID/lM. 136/8). 

The second was put forward by countries whose industrialization 

policy is deliberately geared towards the integration of nationally or 

regionally manufactured produots.    The assembly industry is gradually 

accompanied by the incorporation of locally manufactured parts which are 

partly substituted for imported produots.    The manufacture of these 

produots stimulates the development of other branches of industry.    The 

cases listed of Tunisia, Yugoslavia, Venezuela and Romania are significant 

in this reepeot. 

Lastly,  countries which,  while their industrialization is geared 

towards local aarufeo ure, view the automotive industry as a technical 

training ground, feel that this branch of industry can provide a 

sufficiently broad industrial base to be geared down successfully m a 

•pecifie context, while at the same time creating a relatively large 

number of job«. 

It was generally agreed that the automotive industry should aim to 

become competitive even if production costs and limited output made this 

impossible on a short-term basis. 

2.7    Some participants felt that trade unions in the industrialized countries 
should be consulted in order to ensure that an increase in the number of parts 
imported from developing countries would be acceptable to workers. 

Some pwtioipafits felt that consideration should be given to workers 

in enterprises and branches effected by current changes in the system 

for the international division of labour.    This should be done in 



co-operation with  trade anion organizations which could  keep workers 

informed and adapt   their  trade union   and uocial policy   accordingly. 

f1or example,   emphasis should be  placed on the opportunities for 

complementarity which  an increase in   the number of parts   imported  from 

the developing countries would afford  the industrialized nations.    These 

same participants  therefore advocated a policy of joint  planning with 

trade unions in order to avoid misunderstandings and confusión which 

would be detrimental  to harmonious industrial development  and true 

international   industrial  co-operation. 

In any event,  several participants emphasized that  it  was in general 

more desirable socially that workers from the developing countries should 

find productive employment in their own countries rather   than be forced 

to go abroad. 

?.6   Quality*control of manufactured parts was essential.    Appropriate 
technical assistance could help the developing countries to improve it. 

The quality of parts or sub-assemblies and assemblies was noted at 

a major factor in the exchange arrangements governed by inter-enterprise 

agreements.    The automotive industry is particularly affected by this 

prob]ant, for example,  so far as dimensional tolerances and the quality 

of the metal s and treatments used are concerned. 

Thus, quality control is essential for both manufacture and assembly. 

At present, enterprises in the advanced countries having to deal with 

partners whom they do not know at first tend as a precaution to set 

standards which are higher than those normally required.    This undesirable 

situation could be rectified if well  drafted provisions concerning 

procedures for the acceptance of exohanged parts and sub-assemblies were 

included in agreements* 

The developing countries are particularly sensitive to this problem* 

They rightly feel that quality oontrol should be carried out on the spot, 

if necessary with appropriate and specific technical assistance.    The 

Control Centre in Chile, established with technical assistance from 

UNIDO, was cited as? an example.    At  the same time, the installation of 

quality control  instruments and the technical training required to 

operate them provide creative,  innovative and engineering opportunities 

for the developing countries. 



Til,     SUBCQNTKACTINÜ 

;..    át certain atajea m the industrial  development oí*  the devUopin^ 
countries,  an appropriate subcontracting arrangement could  be a means of 
improving their industrial  infrastructure and helping them  to can  accesa  to 
the international market. 

The developing countries may benefit from an appropriate 

subcontracting arrangement at three stages of their industrial development. 

The first stag« ia «her» plants for the assembly of sub-assemblies or 

assemblies are established.    The second is the local manufacture of 

parts or sub-assemblies which might  lead to the production of iar^e 

series initially for local or regional markets and later for the 

international market.    Finally, at  a more advanced stage of industri al 

development,  subcontracting offers an inherent advantage for a number' 

of products, due to costs or the existence of surplus meana of production 

The paper on automobile subcontracting ( ID/kKl.136/11 ), which refers to 

Nr. satanabe's work, define« three types of subcontracting!    sub- 

contracting across national border«, commercial contracting and 

'•domestic" or full subcontracting. 

Subcontracting agreements which include exchange arrangement3 may 

in the«« different cases bring about improvements in industrial 

infrastructure and permit ocoess to the international market.    At the 

first stags, capacity subcontracting has a definite role to play in 

certain branch««, suoh as ready-to-wear clothing and furnishing.    This 

type of inter—enterprise arrangement can best develop by evolving 

toward« «ferialised subcontracting. 

From the point of vis« of employment, subcontracting allows for 

the us« of « relatively large labour foros but this is generally at a 

level of specialisation limited to specific operations. 

3.2   It ww, however, recognised that subcontracting could not constitute m 
end in itself sino« there was « danger that it mould keep enterprises in the 
developing countries in a stete of dependence.    In order to «void suoh a 
situation, developing countries should endeavour first and foremost to 
conclude subcontracting agreements in the following three cases» 

(a)    Èciatenoe of unutilised manufacturing oapat  v.y in countries! 



(tj    Existence of domestic market   (or at  least  a potential one)   which would 
enable possible fluctuations  in demand to  be absorbed; 

(c)    Existence of shortages on the international  market. 

The majority of participants r"-"iodized that  in addition  to its 

positive aspects»  subcontracting ha    drawbacks which should also  be taken 

into consideration when determining its role in an industrial  development 

policy.     Jn particular,   t.he risks of dependence were numerous for 

enterprises and countries which practised subcontracting on  a  large scale. 

A number of these risks were cited: 

- The lack of diversification of products and outlets; 

- Over-specialization of labour in certain techniques and skill»! 

- Vulnerability of markets,  including export markets; 

- Uncertainty resulting frcm economic fluctuations; 

- The tendency of the subcontracting enterprise to rely on the prime 
manufacturer for all processes of adaptation and innovation, thereby 
hindering the establishment and promotion of research and development 
activities in the enterprise. 

In order to avoid such dependence (or subordination),  enterprises 

in developing countries wishing to conclude subcontracting agreements 

should themselves study   the technical  and economic factors which would 

enable them to limit such risks.    For example, they could reduce their 

investment costs by systematically using untapped or under-utilized raanu- 

fa.-lurir.r capata tic;1.    The.,;,'  should ali.-o take into account   in their choice 

the existence of a na!^onal or regional market (or at least a potential 

one)  which would enable them,   if necessary,   to cope with  the consequences 

of sudden political or economic changes affecting their partners. 

Lastly,  it  should oe noted that  both the local manufacture of parts 

and exports are means of partly avoiding over-dependence and promoting 

the development of subcontracting agreements into true international 

industrial co-operation agreements.    This is the case, for example, of 

i. he sai os carried out  by subcontractors using the prime manufacturer '• r 

rrui.d  iKunj,  and  bypasses- the   latter's international marketing channel. 



i.)     To   enable  the developing  co un trie«   to   become  ;j!.rori¿:er   in   proda. ". wv,    a,À 
trade,   efforts needed  to   be made at   two   Io-vela : 

¿t  the level of the developing countries; 

- To ensure quality and respect  for delivery dates,   m order   to  create  the 
necessary climate of confidence; 

- To improve methods of management and price studies,  as well  ao 
competitiveness. 

At the level of the developed countries; 

- To ^"ansfer as much technology as possible, leaving the partner free to 
use the know-how acquired,  subject to certain conditions; 

- To assist with management and training; 

- To ensure that contracts are of sufficient duration} 

- To supply the necessary tooling, equipment, stocks and finance;    a 
variable proportion of these items could be reimbursed by deliveries of 
goods produced under the subcontracting arrangements or of other national 
products under set-off (compensation) agreements. 

The establishment of industrial relations between enterprises in 

different countries and different political and economic environments 

means that the inequalities between partners should progressively 

decrerae and that the part played by the enterprise in the developing 

country in production and marketing,  should reflect  this. 

It is therefore necessary that the technical capacities of each 

of the partners should be used to advantage in a number of complementary 

ways. 

- The enterprise in the developing country should ensure quality and 
homogeneity in the manufacture of the products exported.    Likewise, 
delivery dates must be respected,  the greatest attention being paid 
to the time taken in production and in transportation.    Theie are 
the primary conditions for the establishment of a relationship of 
confidence and trust. 

ft» level of competitiveness, which depends on quality and respect 
for delivery dates, will rise as management methods and price 
studies are improved.   Both must be suited to the specific case and 
allow for internal circumstances and the international market. 

- The enterprise in the developed country should participate in the 
teohnical strengthening of the partner's capacity and thereby make 
the agreement more profitable in the medium and long term: 



By  transferrin;'   technologies   in   the   form of knowledge  and  know-how 
BO  as  to  enable   the partner  to  select   thooe which  are moot 
suitable  for  him  and,   eventually,   to   adapt   them   'o  las own 
conditions. 

By assisting with management,  particularly  in functions which are 
connected with   the   international   relationship.     Special  attention 
must be paid  to   teclmioal  training in  the posts within the 
enterprise.    This assistance can  be rendered through ari exchange 
of enterprise personnel  for short periods. 

By supplying  the  tooling,  equipment,  raw materials and finance, 
at least in the early stage,    Payment can be made by a set-off 
on the first deliveries of subcontracted parts or by deliveries 
of other national products. 

Por the reasons given above, it is essential that contracts should 

be guaranteed to be of suffi oient duration, in the same way aa the 

specifications, delivery dates and price» are guaranteed in the respective 

clauses.    Non-observance of the duration clauses should give rise to 

adequate financial compensation. 

3.4    Participants recommended that the search for a partner should be 
organized in such a way as to give the potential  subcontractor the max i must 
initiative and choice. 

In or 1er to reduce the r.ate of dependency  to which subcontracting 

agreements may give rise,   it  is essential   that  subcontracting enterprises 

in   the developing countries should be afforded the maximum initiative 

and choice.    To ensure this,  it is desirable that the circulation or 

information and the procedure adopted for drawing up contracts should 

be such  that subcontractors' requirements can be  Laken into consideration 

from the very outset of the talks.    In this way there will be more 

chance of arriving at  a contract which makes greater allowance for the 

technical and economic conditions of the enterprise and of the country 

concerned, thereby improving future relations between subcontractor and 

prime manufacturer during the execution of the contract. 

This approach, based on the possibilities of the enterprise in the 

developing country, can lead to a more rational us« of the production 

capacities of each enterprise.    Improved industrial co-operation will 

be achieved,  in so far as the subcontracted operation will not be 

isolated or accidental   but will be bet tez* integrated into J.he production 

programmes of both partners. 



V 

"'t.H  number oi'   international   Buboon* r*:i ¡ rlf«  XTC.î;,» * ,-.   !Si i4j.. 

IB   innufficient   to  allow of  a detailed  anui.yßiu  of   the ,V:, j. • UM. • 

which   this kind of co-operation  could  be  ex! ended.     Som».  p ¡,v : i •• 1p u? • :- 

took   *t.e  view  that   the size of  the enterprises   •-•.<••• • •• 

preponderant  role,     They emphasized the fact   that   in  a numb«r of 

branch®«  industrial  co-operation ma^   be of particular   interest   ; .-• 

mediuiB-Bi zed enterprise!   in  the  i».uu.;l riali.a i  uaum-i-.. 

Borne participants e^reased concern over  the danger  that a 

generalisation of subcontracting aught  lead to higher wieftploynent  in 

the developed countries. 

Others replied that  a rise  in  the standard of lwuit- oí" Uo 

developing countries was absolutely essential.     It  cari corniti lute a 

factor making for international  economic prosperity   ;f effort« are mad». 

to establish new forma of the international division of labour and to 

take tha necessary adjustment aaaaurea in the industrialized countries. 

3.5   It was suggested that, in both tha industrialised and the developing 
I        countries, contact cantraa should be established to assist enterpriser, 
;_        willing to engage in subcontracting agreeaents in getting into contant with 

one another. 

Wie way  in which subcontracting develops,   the fluctuation in  the 

f.acto:rs affecting it,  'ini the multiplicity of the economic agents 

involved bring   ut the need for organisational  arrangeants to promote 

tha circulation of information   nd tha establishment of contacts  betw* ew 

• partners.    There vara both group and plenary diacuaaions on the 

I usefulness of conta«* cant rae capable of fulfilling these functions. 

I Participants took a r.uaber of different positions in regard to this 

I mattar. 

J In «o#e industriali sad and in soaa developing countries,  these 

f oontaot cantraa have taken tha form of subcontracting exchange» or 

f infornati on and proa» t ion cantraa. 

i Soon participants pointed out that these contact centres could not 
j 
I be identical  m fora because of tha diversity of product« and enterprises. 

i They must be adapted to tha national or regional context, and rauut make 

: majcii>u» use of the possibilities offered by etiating institutions  (pro- 

_ feasional  associations,  technical  centre», specialized press orfana,  etc.] 



- y.' - 

IHhern   ¡rnuutud on the  need  tu improvo  communi cat ions and thu 

-x •h:ui&i  uf  , riformati on between the different   centrée,   whether eectoral 

>r national.    Part i..;ip;u.t:•   from some industrialized  countries, 

Particularly  Ul fiurup.,,   »-ave  an account  of the varioue efforts made  to 

a.-'-umulatr   information   on enterprises interested in international 

subcontracting arid to rationalize the relevant exchanges. 

8oma participants fro» developing countries explained the steps 

takon to uBtablish contact centres capable of determining excess 

capacities and th« potential of enterprises and of providing prospective 

partner« with information on the faciliti«« which the country concerned 
tra« in © position to offer, 

Thü dincusiuon showed that the rceans employed to arrive at the 

establishment of these communication network« are numerous and can take 

various forme.    It is essential to identify those among then which are 

best adapted to demand and which can call forth the corresponding supply 
m the quickest and »osi convenient way» 

If.    LICHiCKJ 

4.i    The possibilities of applying current licensing practice« in the 
developing countries were diseased.    Many participants expressed their 
interest m the tern« on which chey could acquire foreign technological 
Know-how.    Reference was nade to price«, length »f contract,   limit« on 
««port«,  the purchase of raw materiale, and intermediarie«.    It was agreed 
that  licensing contracts with the developing countries should not delude 
clauses which were generally considered to be restrictive in the advanced 
countries th«m«elves or which ran counter to legislation in the developing 
countries concerned, ««•*wi>i.«S 

The discussion on licensing agreements started from the idea that 

in this case the term «transfer of technology" is inappropriate. 

Technology is a commodity bought and sold on a market.    The very special 

conditions obtaining in this market, the incorporeal nature of the 

commodity arid current procedure!* for arranging transactions pose »any * 

problems which were taken up during the meeting« 

Industrial property in the form of inventors» patents and 

manufacturing licences is only an indirect means of communicating 



K.'ientific  and  technological   information.     Nevcrthelcnn,   it   ivpiv¡vn1 r 

specific legal protection in  the transfer of knowledge. 

Some of the  conditions inherent  in this  ••technology market" were 

mentioned.    The  incorporeal  goodn in which it deals -ust  be  used over a 

relatively long period of time.    Their exploitation presupposes  that 

know-how and  "show-how" will  be furnished in parallel.    Moreover,   the 

licensee often lacks the information and technical capacity to enable 

him to assess,  with full knowledge of the facta,  the subject-matter of 

the transaction.    He is obliged to purchase ."in the dark",  and therefore 

to act on trust ia circumstances which increase in difficulty in 

proportion to his own technological inequality (seo ID/WO.l36/13). 

The discussions covered the conditions requirvl   IM order that  the 

technology market  could evolve in a way more in keeping with the 

industrial development needs of the developing countries.    Participants 

stressed the difficulties encountered by licensees and expressed the 

hope that it would be possible to find solutions to the following 

problema} 

- Some patents are of doubtful validity becauro of the excersive 
length of the examination procedures. 

- The technical information contained in patents is often unadaptcd 
to the transmission of know-how and knowledge. 

- Territorial limitations ar>¿ excessive, particularly where the export 
of products manufactured under licence is concerned. 

- The length of agreements (which may vary from one country to another) 
and the statutory protection whic»   they provide  in the   framework of 
industrial property legislation are not consistent with  'ho real 
lifetime of the technologies concerned. 

- The licensing contract  should includo,  in mere specific  terms,   the 
purchasers right to benefit automatically from improvement« 
subsequently made in the patents covered by the initial  contrant, 

- From one case to another  there are considerable difference» between. 
the royalties charged in agreement P. covering technologic bringing 
virtually identical  benefits.     Similar difference are   f-jun.'i   in the 
terme of payment and in  the  fiscal   provini ;;¡ ;, 

- Restrictive  clauses,  particularly thofu> ncl^ir,^  t .      'npul -  i.y 
supplies and   exclusive  rights,   are vor/ oft  ».    on-H-i'-v +'   +,•»• 
anti-trust   iawe of the  licenser countries. 



-    Trade  mark   rights  and  their renewal  may perpetuate  a state  of 
iu[ endency. 

It  clearly  emerged that   the disparity  in  regulations should not 

operate  m  favour of restrictive practices which would be contrary to 

the  regulations obtaining in the licenser or licensee countries.     In 

particular,  the  representatives of the developing countries informed 

participants of the legislation which they are  expecting to bring into 

force in order tc exercise closer control  over the transfer of 

technology through licensing agreements and to protect their national 

enterprises.    Information was also given on the programes currently 

being undertaken by the Organization of American States in regard to 

transfère of technology. 

In addition, participants expressed the hope that national  or 

international  organizations would be able to exercise wider control to 

prevent illegal restrictions and practices in the matter of licensing 

agreements. 

4.2    During the discussion on the importance of the legal aspects of licences, 
participants agreed that major importance should be attached to the differences 
in technical,  economic and social conditions between the two partners. 

A single type  of contract could not be applied to the different 
situations to be found in the developing countries.    However, the need for 
check lists and guidelines which could help local enterprises to assess the 
net remuneration and to negotiate the forms of the contract was emphasized. 

The differences in the technical, eoonomic and social levels of the 

partners in licensing agreements presupposes that special consideration 

should be given to the specific conditions governing the implementation 

of contracts and to new evaluation criteria. 

Partners cannot implement absolutely standard contracts at the 

international level, but they muBt show imagination in order to find new 

•formulations for the specific situations encountered in the developing 

countries.    Check lists and guidelines drawn up by competent 

international bodies can help enterprises to assess results in the light 

of other criteria. 

Wider circulation of the information on the results obtained unter 

existing contracts would be a valuable aid to negotiators of,new 

agreements,  especially in cases where existing regulations are inadequate. 



,.3     As  the developing countries were  rarely  able  to  chock  technical   lUii 
•ummercial  parameters in advance,   in some ciroumst.mcor.  they would   like 
i-uarantees  regarding the  results obtainable  from a  license or from know-h >w 
acquired  from their licenser. 

As the developing countries are,  as yet,   seldom master« of 

technological,  commercial  and management forecasting,   it  is particularly 

difficult for them to assess results. 

However,  just as guarantees are required by the developed countries 

for the industrial risks involved (non-payment, breach of contraci,  eta,), 

the developing countries would like guarantees to be fumín h ed tu  .hem  ¡i; 

respect of the results to be expected from know—how acquired through 

licensing agreements,  and they would like clauses to this effect  t. ¡ t<< 

included in the contracts. , 

4*4    It was observed that competition between potential licensers duo to the 
fact that technology is normally available from several different eourcen 

I        might make it possible for the developing countries to improve their accenti 
{       te new technology and the resulting advantages« 

I There are so many patents, both exploited and unexploited,  that it 

would be an illusion to think that the possession of a complete 

| catalogue is sufficient in itself for making the right choices. 

In many cases,  howevert there are several different procofjsea for 

manufacturing the same product.    Knowledge of them can be improved by 

systematically calling for tenders*   The developing countries should 

f increasingly resort to this practice in order to obtain Licences and 
ì 
I technological know-how, 

1 
I More competition between licensers would lead to an improvement in 

i      the "technology market", whioh is at present functioning in a 
Î 
I particularly defective and unbalanced way« 
3 

Several participants stressed that it was important that the 

developing countries should acquire the means needed for making 

comparative studies, since the latter increased their capacity to «elect 

and adapt technology«    The need for industrial information cent rot; and 

consultancy services was emphasised« 

4«5    The role of the governments of the developing count MOR W.'*:
1
 f;mph:*;w ;:<. d, 

especially« 



Ih  t ho  formulation and adoption of appropriato policies  for cunt rolling 
ani regulating the process of selecting and  acquiring foreign 
technological  know-howj 

In the framing of laus and administrative procedures concerning licences 
and industrial property legislation,  having regard for international 
harmonization  in this field» 

The governments of the developing countries have a fundamental   role 

o play in oneuring that  agreements on licences and patents are of maximum 

benefit  to their country's industrial development«    Regulating and 

controlling the- Belection and acquisition of foreign technology may 

depend or. the provisions which they lay down« 

In the absence of a real  code of relations between the techno- 

logically advanced countries supplying licences and the developing 

countries applying for technology - a situation which was der lo red by 

several participants - it is up to the developing countries,  acting 

either individually or in regional groupings,  to draw up the legislative 

p. j visi one and administrative procedures best suited to their own 

circumstances and level of development*   When such texts are prepared, 

the most careful attention must be paid to the conditions governing the 

implementation of contracts and to the criteria used for evaluating 

the results« 

There should be more concerted action by governments of both the 

devt loping and the developed countries to ensure that the international 

conventions which are to serve as a basis for the harmonization of 

licensing agreements are better adapted to the needs of industrial 

development. 

Some progress has recently been made as a result of the work done 

by the specialised intergovernmental organi sat ions.   Their role can be 

strengthened, both as an instrument in the adaptation of the conventions 

and as a framework for settling disputes and overcoming any contradic- 

tions between the essential requirements of industrial property and the 

needs of industrial development. 



mmmmmmmmmm 

V.     ROLE OP 1ÎNID0 

1 .1    The participants expre.    -i  the unanimous hopo that  appropriale <-u;.u ^t .un .- 
would Vu; given to  enterprise-   m developing count ri or.   in order to  reduce  ,i.-. 
:"ar a:- possible the inequality between potential   partners to an agreement . 
It wae atresned that  it w&e also  in  the long-term intorentii of the more 
developed partner to have a bet ter-in formed opposite number to deal with, 
one who could  enter into mutually profitable agreement:! with a full   awarem-:-.;; 
of what wae involv«d. 

All   partioipairh-- wore of the opinion that   internatio» ;iI   ¡uni   ml • r- 

govcrnraental   organization;; had  a role to play  in order to -i.vi.-t    \*.i bi- 

nati onai   industrial   co-operation between enterprise:-,  in eoun» rie-   it 

different  lévelo of development.    Many example:; were meni¡onod durin.--- 

the discussioni*. 

It was stressed that the negotiation and conclusion of agreement:; 

remained the responsibility of the enterprises.; thümr.clve;:, within the 

framework of the industrialization policies and the legislation and 

regulations adopted by governments. 

But within those limits a broad field of activity was open to 

international organizations in order to stimulate industrial  co-operation. 

Their essential aim in that  field should be to give nui\able asniutan'-o 

to the leas well-e<juipped partner, to strengthen it.; position a;-  regard.- 

information and negotiation.    They oould alao help to circulate the 

information available on existing agreements,   provide a framework  for 

exchanges of experience and encourage governments to take appropriate 

measures. 

It was stressed by several participants that to reduco the 

ineo^iality between partners by  strengthening the capacity of the lena 

developed one was also in the long-term interests of the more developed 

partner,  properly understood.    Such a lessening of the original inequality 

was,  in the participants' view,  a guarantee of stability for agreement:; in 

which the parties' mutual interests would be better safeguarded. 

In particular, suggestions were put forward on the role which 

IÄI10, being responsible for assisting the industrialization of the 



•icvo Loping countries and co-ordinating international  action  in that   field, 

fouLd play in  liaison with 4he other organi nations concerned.    The 

suggestions covered  four mai.i fields: 

- Technical  assistance to developing countries; 

- Establishment of an adequate information and research system} 

- Promotion activities in the  field of subcontracting and 
licensing agreements} 

- Action to influence governments» 

Those points were davelop©d in the following four paragraphs of the 

conclusions» 

'},?    UNIDO was asked to pursue,  in liaison with other competent organizations, 
its technical assistance activities in the different fir  is discussed during 
the meeting.    In particular,  the following forms of action were mentioned! 

(1) In the automotive industry«    services to governments ar.d enterprises, 
standardization, preparation of technioal and economic studies,  studies 
on technology at present unused,  quality control; 

(2) In subcontracting and licensing agreement s l    assistance in the establish- 
ment and operation of appropriate institutions,  training of specialised 
advisers on the transfer of technology,  selection of foreign technology 
suited to the country,s needs,  etc. 

The technical assistance activities discussed and recommended 

included in particular the following! 

(l)    In t he aut omot i ve i nduetry 

- Assistance to government departments and enterprises in the 
developing countries in order to facilitate the introduction 

* of arrangements for the production of parts by domestic 
industry and to establish the volume of exports of parts, 
sub—assemblies and assemblies that the domestic and 
international markets could bear; 

- Assistance in standardizing the technioal conditions of 
manufacture and the various functions of the enterprise 
(supplies, maintenance,  storage,  etc.) with a view to better 
harmonization of standards with those of potential partners; 

- Technical and economic studies to arrive at a better definition 
of the criteria that can be used to guide the development of 
the motor and motor equipment industry?    in particular,  studies 
aiming at a methodological breakdown of the manufacturing 
process by parts and elementary operations! 



- Study of new technology likely to be butter cui k».i k ih>-> 
economic conditi one existing in the de ve lop ing .'otu.t ries'.j 
reference wae made in particular tu reinforced fi br^yl.-»!-';' 
eoachwork  (for passenger vehicles and  commençai  vehicle«); 

- Assistance  to developing countries for  research  into  the 
production of aew, of transport  specially adapted  to then- 
needs,  such a« low-cost cars,  three-wheeled vehicles, 
scooter«,  etc.i 

- Assistance  in  tho 08tablishHje!.t   of independent   .1 r,i'ira-put)i.i,' 
bodies to advise go vor riment s on technical  matter?,   to pr ¡vi it 
quality  control   and guarantee services and   to :kivif»«-  {!•><< 
assembly and  equipment industries} 

- Organization of exchanges of experience among motor industry 
executives in different developing countries through 
circulation of information,   visits, meetings,  etc» 

(?)    In ,tha flri4 Pf subcontracting and licensing augments 

- Assistance in the establishment and operation of locai. 
institution« to serve as contact centres and help national 
enterprises wishing to enter into international industrial 
co-operation agreements} 

»   Training of trasisfei^of-technology advisers to help national 
enterprises and institutions to seek out and negotiate 
advantegeous agreements; 

»   Assistance in the establishment of national consultancy- 
facilities to help governments,  institutions and enterprises 
in the choice of imported techniques; 

- Assistance in the preparation of specifications as a basis 
for competing offers fro» different sources; 

- Assistance in the preparation and inprovement of legislation 
and regulations concerning inter-enterprise agreements! 

»   Bitablishment of new evaluation criteria for appraising 
results (particularly with regard to the local production of 
components and the international exchange of parts}} 

»   Research into technology at present unused or underusod 
(technology which is new or has not yet found commercial 
application) which might be usefully applied in developing 
countries• 

;»3    The part  cipants also spoke of the need for an adequate Byetern of 
information and research on existing enterprises and  techno i wjy which .• »aid 
-ui.de enterprises  in developing countries   in their setr-h  for s-cir-trn-ir.     It 

I 
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W'u;  recommended  that   special  attention should  be given to  case  studies  of 
r.uhcont nact ing,  whether  successful  or not. 

The participants recognized  the need for an information system 

better suited  to  the needs of enterprises in developing countries.     Por 

those  enterprises  to have a greater possibility of choosing their 

partners and conducting fruitful negotiations with them,   they should 

have access to di vorisfi ed and  specific  industrial  information which 

they could get hold of fairly quickly.    Noting the absence of suitable 

systems in many developing countries,  the participants asked UNIDO to 

continue and expand   the  activities of its Industrial  Information Service, 

The  following needs wore mentioned in particular: 

- Information on technical processes,  their relative costs, 
their technical and economic characteristics,   etc,; 

- Information on the industrial and technical development 
strategies and policies of the different countries, both 
developed and developing, the content of their industrial 
development plans,  their promotion and protection systems,  etc. 

In addition to this current information, which could be furnished 

on request,  it was suggested that UNIDO should undertake studies of 

industrial sectorc to determine the existence of excess capacity in 

developing countries and excessive pressures in the industrialized 

countries.    The studies should also seek to find the precise points at 

which complementarities could be identified,   as a basis for mutually 

profitable inter-enterprise agreements. 

Finali;',  the participants recommended that an analysis should be 

made of subcontracting agreements, whether successful or not,  BO that 

•i botter knowledge could be obtained of the conditions favouring better 

international industrial co-operation between enterprises.   These case 

studios should be made in liaison with the international organizations 

concerned and with regional groupings of countries.   They could indicate 

recommendations for government policy for different sectors of industry, 

'),4    UNIDO was invited to review,  in harmony with the reBt of its programme, 
its promotion activities in the field of subcontracting and licensing 
agreements,   in order to encourage contacts between potential partners and to 
.-.—ordinate its activities with those of national and international bodies. 



During the Meeting,   the  representatives uf the UNIDO Secrot.-<riat 

described the promotion activities  the Organization had undert:ikon in 

addition to  its technical  assistance  activities   to help dovoloping 

countries make contact under the best possible  conditions with potential 

partners who might collaborate with  them in industrial projects. 

The participants stressed the importance of those activities, not 

only for obtaining foreign finance but also for other inputs  indispensable 

fo* the implementation of viable projects (technology, know-how,  vocational 

and technical training,   access to export markets). 

The programmée in question, in particular those concerned with 

international subcontracting and licensing agreements, were considered 

in detail.    The participants thought that they could be an effective 

means ,of encouraging inter-enterprise agreements and thus the acquisition 

of new technology by developing countries. 

Discussions were held on the programmes.    Some conclusions on the 

activities relating to licensing agreements are dealt with in paragraph 

5.6 below« 

As far as the subcontracting promotion programme was concerned, 

UHIDO was requested to continue it,  co-ordinating its activities as 

much as possible with those of the national contact centres mentioned 

above and promoting exchanges of experience between the various national, 

international and professional organizations.    Some participants stressed 

the role that UNIDO should also play as a central point of contact to 

bring supply and demand in the field of subcontracting together and to 

promote the circi'1 ation of information on the intentions of enterprises 

in different countries. 

5,5    In addition,  the participants, particularly those from developing 
countries, expressed the wish that UNIDO would use all means at its disposal 
to persuade the governments of developed countries to give greater 
encouragement to inter-enterpriBe industrial co-operation. 

The participants, particularly thoBe from developing countries, 

stressed that without interfering with the free interplay between 

enterprises, the governments of lleve.twpqd countries had an important 

role to play in encouraging international industrial co-operation.   They 
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wanted UNIDO to take  steps to persuade thopo governments to make 

allowance  for such co-operation when preparing their own industrial 

development policies. 

The  following possibilities were mentionedî 

- Measures to  facilitate the reconversion of enterprises or 
regions that might be affected by the transfer of production 
io developing countries; 

- Financial guarantees and fiscal measures for enterprises 
entering into cc-operation agreements with enterprises in 
developing countries? 

«   financing of studies made available to enterprises! 

- Conclusion of industrial,  scientific and technical co-operation 
agreements at the governmental level between advanced countries 
and developing countries similar to those already quite common 
between advanced countries (such agreements could serve as a 
framework for the conclusion of inter-enterprise agreements), 

5,6   The participants considered that close co-operation between UIIBO, 
governments and the various national and international organizations concerned 
with*the field of international licensing would be beneficial to the developing 
countries and deserved to be encouraged and stimulated. 

The participants hoped that concerted action would be taken by 

UNIDO,  the other international and inter-governmental organisations 

concomed, governments and the various professional associations in order 

to regularize the "technology market". 

The aim of such action should be to detect and prevent abusive 

practices working to the detriment of the developing countries and to 

gradually establish an industrial relations cod« applicable to 

enterprises at different levels of development. 

Some participants wanted a study to be made of the feasibility of 

a system of guarantees, and perhaps mediation, under which inter» 

enterprise agreements would be analysed and evaluated by some outside 

body upon whose service« \the partners could call, 

5.7   The participants wished to see further action to develop contact» alon* 
the lines of the present Meeting, 

The possibility of various follow-up aotivitiee was memtioned, both 
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s 

fil      til"      it"/", !f     i ïkil VliiUttl      -',>01lt J   ili"       iliil     "it        '  ¡.-        .   !,í,    H;,' ••, , 

The  or^am :\at í-Jü   ;f  Bimil'ir nhíctin^    'i,  .'!(;.•;    :••   '*.w¡;    f   i ti.i .,,-t ",•   ..-¡¡di!.,' 

thi'mrelvos  tu   th«'  van our,  formi»   of  i ist »• ;•. ¡ t i    », n    •.>-jn i a* i o¡: w v 

suggested  by  Curtain  part uap;tnt 8»     A  ?' < ••    r • ¡    irrnv «jar-   i:xprv¡:-.--'.i   f. • : 

mor«   individual  effort and  for liiBfiomiuat i .m   mi  • •>>ity>aru!-m   if'  t iiv 

results by appropriate mo ami« 

ClofJing tho M*.-i''tiiig oil behalf of  Uu   urvaiu ar.-.,  Hi,   IV' [ .> ¡in- , 

Director of Technology in the Prandi Ministry  ->f  Indus'! ¡L ai.   arid 

Scientific Development,  and Mr,   U>  ilufiiy,  Di «*• •-.-!•• i--   ¡f tK«-   Indus'? ra--iI 

Folicios and Programming Division,  UNIDO,  r »t. i tue trônerai  i"it uil't.') i-m 

expressed by participante as to   the valu« of the ontactr  made during 

the Meeting»    They concluded that  the Meeting \uui opened   ujs ;vrt in¡ 

prospects of practical action for the developaent  of internati un tí 

industriai  co-operation through  inter-KsntfirprxBe. agreemonts  irei hai 

provi4@d those concerned - enterprises, ftovomatents and internntiun.-l 

organisations » with  valuable food for thought in the further pursuit 

of th#ir activities. 
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ANMfiX I 

CONCLUSION;; 

1.      getterai observât ione 

1.1    A Mooting on Transfer of Technology to Developing Count n er. thrvugh 

Subcontracting and Licencing Agreement i:  with li pec i ai   H< ;'. rvne.e to the Aut emotivi 

Industry was held  in Pari»  from  ?7 November to 1  December 1"/;-.     | i.   WlX-  ait.-mie.i 

by   almost   ?00 participants  representing government   afvneiei-   in the  developing 

countries,  the principal enterprises  in the sector o!' the automotive  induit r, 

and the automobile equipment  industry,  and .-peeial i -* >• <ju ^uei-tioi .   of 

international subcontracting and licenssing. 

1.?   The general opinion of participants was that thi« Meeting prwided rm 

opportunity for a great number of useful contacts.    The positive character of 

bilateral discussion* prograffi«ed in advance wae emphasized, as was- the 

importance to each of the participante of better knowledge of the pointa of 

view of potential partners as expressed in the general debate and the group 

discussions« 

1«3   The participants accepted the manner in which the basic document prvr.eni«'d 

by the Secretariat of UTIDO dealt with the problems of international  industri al 

co-operation,    äome of them emphasised that the ut rese laid in thii' document 

on inter-enterprise agreements as instrumente for the transfer of technology 

did not  imply that the role of the fovemmont a in thn developing count ri eu 

wan a secondary onej    'hoy had an important part to play because the transfer 

of technology must find a plaee in the framework of the industrialization 

strategy and policies of each of the count riet; and take into account the choice« 

that they had made with regard to their long-ten» technical development ¡«lie-iee. 

Without going into the matter in detail, the document referred to the 

rola of multinational companies in the transfer of technology and development. 

The Meeting recognized the importance of thin problem,  which haß various 

aspects, both positive and negative.    It did not ditsouus it thoroughly, noting 

that the United Dations teonomic and Social Council had »et up a special 

committee to study it« 

1.4   Participants agreed that satisfactory and durable industrial co-operation 

could not  be based on general principle», macro-economic calculations or 

J^jljliygi legal regulations but on a search tor nuch mutuai advantagei; 

as might be brought to light  in each specific case. 
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],[>    Many part i ci paliti',  pointed out   that,   whatever forro the  agreement  envisaged 

might   take, the developing country was in a position of relative weakness,   and 

the legal   ;urid  adminiiît rat i ve  formulations  for contracte between partners of 

virtually equal  strength should therefore be reconsidered.     Every effort  should 

be nade to clone the  initial  gap.    For that purpose,  enterprises in the develop- 

ing eoiuitriet:   should  he nupporto';   by appropriate government  measures.    In 

addition,  the machinery for the establishment  of  industrial  co-operation should 

be designed to  afford the developing countries  greater possibilities for 

n.ii i at i ve, better access to  information and appropriate assistance«    Step» 

rhould be taken to increase the possibilities for choice through better com- 

petitive conditioni; between potential partners. 

IV     The  representatives of the developing countries drew attention to the 

importance which they attached to  increasing their exports of manufactured 

goodu.    The Meeting stressed the role which inter-enterpriee  agreements could 

play i" that connexion, provided the products to be exported were carefully 

»elected, taking into account the economic and technical conditions in both 

partner*c countries. 

1,7    The participants,  wno  were unanimously convinced that  international indua- 

tnal no-operaiion could be beneficial, noted during their diñcuBsion? a certain 

number of diff icultier-  involved  in   implementing that type of  co-operationi 

0)    The mutual  advantage*- were realized onl,v ove? a rather long period 

of timej    pji attempt by one of the partnerc -:.o make too quick a 

profit could only  lead to  failure} 

(.')    The ertabliBhment  of a common technical language was deuinvf   :'..!• 

•the «ureetio ef an  agreerrnt ,  and that   required patience and or.  • ffort 

at mutual underntandingf 

( •)    The lack of tee.hr leal   and  eeononuc  i monatti i on was   dorely  felt   in 

mot't   of the developing countries« 

• .      Th'.   automot tve industri 

The Ht i ' trig I't'iiei rd the   following c> •i¡',luPionBt 

i':.-   e  r . T..-i..:!.-  e.e i i.,   Lí.-r, ¡ f. -j r ,-rpai ¡   e,i   t\   UNIDO  at Karlovy Vary m l^(f* 

.• ••    :     :' '    i-    '. •     '.      . fi    ' ..  :•   t.'.-       •'.-• iu.i 'ï   that  tie.     :• velofing countries 

•*-••* t I . ii «   i'.ii   ¡,,   i-i    li,.   P: u. .'.»•''UJ-<- <>ï   eomnuM e4al  vehicles  and bu** ta, 

'•      -    i       :1   ;•   '. '.''••<     ,   •".    .*.1.l •..".,   \\v\'   ,••  :-,p  a* ve'.oping eo.'rtrieg 

:  -, •    . •.      -     ;: •"      '    ,  « rt > .:   .-.A-    ¡^k«^:sbl i ee»     l'ho 
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eountrioe  dcöired that  the agreements they concluded should t;ik.-  acce tint   01 

that   fact«    They could include clauses providing l'or compensation through 

exchanges  of ¡.arts with the country of origin. 

,'»;     It   could not, however,   be  stated that   every  develop* >i^ country should 

develop  its own motor vehicle  production,  since market  conditions  and  indus- 

trial,  financial and administrative infrastructure differed greatly from 

country to country, 

: • ?j    The  participants   empharsiticd the  important   role which i'uV-regi mia]   ¿-roup:- 

could play in the industrialization of cointriee  belonging to thore groupe?. 

The existence cf such groupe  should promote bilateral or multilateral  agree- 

ment fi between developing count rieB  able    o provide the infrastructure neooppary 

for the development of complementary proc'uets which could be profitably 

exchanged under a multinational  programme, 

?«4    It  wae noted that  constraints  related to brands and models.-,  should in ssome 

ea.eee lead to regional or interregional spécialisation, 

?«5   The problem of costs was a complex one and both \* ;al conditions and 

foreign exchange costs should be taken into account*    It was not.-ri, howev« r, 

that  dii'ferr .¡ces in manufacturing costs for the sape i tea resulting from the 

particular conditions pertaining in the countries of the two part.t¡en- were not 

decisive for the conclusion of a longer-terir. agreement, 

1"'«6    Some developing countries stressed the  importance,  at th*-i r pr^-md. ¡.lag»- 

of industrialisation, of having a competitive automotive indurti^ ar v>  ^leni- 

tive for the development of other industrial  branches and ar  a means ui 

accelerating technical training, 

r«T    Some participante felt that tradì.* unions- :n the mduutrifìd ¿ut-d eo¡«ttrieH 

should be consulted, in order to ensure that  an increata in the number u\  ¡win 

imported  fro» developing countriet". would be acceptable to worin-re. 

:"•.£    Quality oontroi  of manufactured part? waß eünentHl,    âppiopriat>   technical 

at-eistwice could hel'i the developing countries to  impr< ve  it, 

-,,1    At   certain  ;-taget-,  in the   industrial  d. ve] opra en t of 1 m   -v-v ¡t.-i inr f>untri ep, 

ra:  appropriate  nubcont r.ict ing arrangement   could   be  a m< an:   or   .n: » v.r^ their 

i • idus-'t ri ri1    : i-f nt'1 met ur    and   helping tlvni 1 '¡   ,.'ni!    iioei-r;-   '-•   -n.     ¡r*    vus\ ;"!;•> Ì 

rr.-j rVet , 
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*,,'•'     It   WUí',  howt ver,   recognized that  subcontracting could not  constitute an 

end   in   íttjí'lf Bine«   th<>re was  a danger that   it   would keep enterprises   in the 

developing count ne:-   in a state of dependence.     In order to avoid such  a 

.utuation,   developing countries  ahould endeavour first   and foremoet tc  conclude 

Hubcont ractmg agreements  in the following three cedasi 

(a) Existence of unutilized manufacturing capacity  in countries! 

(b) Exi;¡teriee of a demedie market  (or at  least  a potential one)  which 

would enable pout'ible  fluctuations  in demand to be absorbed! 

(f )    Exiutone.e of uhortagcK on tho international  market. 

i.      To enable the developing count ri OB to become stronger partner« in prodste- 

tion  and trade, effort - needed to be made at two levelsi 

At the Uvei of the developing countries! 

- To ensure cpaality and respect  for delivery datée(  in order to oratio 

the neceesary climate of oonfidunc«jf 

- To improve méthode of sanagwaent and priée otudift, m well m 

comp«t it i vonesa * 

It ïtffi ^irin tf Ite fáYtlttfft °?ffl1rw 
- To transfer m much technology m pou oíble-» leaving the part«** fftoo 

U  use the know-how acquired, subject to certain condition»! 

- To arnuat with management and training! 

- To eneure that contracts arc of sufficient duration! 

- To supply the noeertfsary tooling, équipaient, stock» and finance!    m 

variable proportion of these item« otuld be reiabuwid by deliveries 

of goods produced under the subcontracting arrangements or of other 

national producta undor o et-o if (tsosspentatiof») ofreesente, 

>«4    Participants reaoomendod that the se#%h for a partner should he organised 

in auch a way a* to give the potential swbeont root > r the »axiœun initiative 

{»id  oho ice, 

\.<     it  war. suggested that,  in both the industrialize and the developing 

ivm.i run;, contact centre« should be established to assist enterprises willing 

to engage  if Hubeontracting agreement» in getting into contact with on« an»th©r« 

4.1     ¡'i,.- po.-1-.ii.ilitiee of applying current licenoing practico* in the d«v«loping 
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eouutri>t'  were  di^euiiHod.    Many part LOI pants   exprot-.i-'.od   1,1. ••ir  ìntorooi   n, the 

tonas on which they could acquire foro i gn technological   know-how.     Reference 

was made to  prices-,   length of contract,   limits or. exporte,  the purchase of 

raw materiali-,   and   intermedi arios.    It   war  agreed th.it   licencing contract B with 

the developing count ri OB should not   include  clauren which wore generally con- 

sidered to be  reist riet ivo m the advanced  count nei--, thoinjelvea or which ran 

counter to legislation in the developing countries cone o mod» 

4.Í1    During the-di .íCUíUM.on or; the   importarne  ol'lhe   legal   ai.; poet r  of  licensor-, 

participante  agreed that major importance uhould bo attached  to the differences; 

in technical«  economic and social conditions between the two partners-.. 

A eingi*1 type of contract could not  be applied to the different  situationc 

to be found in the developing countries.    However, the need  for chocklii-tr. and 

guidelines which could help local enterprises to asaout; the not   remunor;.* ion 

and to negotiate the fon>8 of the contract wat* emphasised, 

4*3   Ae the developing countries were rarely able to check technical and commer~ 

eial parameters in advance« in eoae circumstances they would like guarantees 

regarding the results obtainable fro» a licence or i'roin know-how acquired from 

their liseneor« 

4*4   It wae observed that ooapetition between potential licensers due to the 

fact that technology is normally available from several different sources might 

sake it possible for the developing countries to improve their access to new 

technology and the resulting advantages. 

4.5   fhe role oi" the govenHwnts of the developing countries was emphasized, 

especially* 

- In the formulation and adoption of appropriate policies for controlling 

and régulaiting the process of selecting and acquiring foreign techno- 

logical know~hoW| 

- In the framing of law and administrative procedures concerning li céneos 

ani industrial property legislation, having regard *or international 

harmonization in this field, 

-'•      tola of «IBB 

5»!   fhe participants «aprestad th« unrnniniQUJ» hop« that appropriate assist ance 

would be given to enterpriBea in developing oountriss in order to reduce as 

far m possible the inequality between potential partners to an agreement. 

•ass 
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It   vir f.-   r! ivr.'i'd   'hai   il   war  al.'o   in   the  ~ion,iT-1 orm   l'itero:'!-  oi'  tho n¡orc deve ! >u •< --i 

partner to   have  a bet ! or-iní'ormod opposite number to  deal   with,  OIK; who cou! i 

ont or  into  mutually profitable agrcomem s wiih a full   awareness of what wn,.- 

involved. 

:.:      'TillDO  Wi;'  a.v.• '1   lo   p.;iY4o,    in  liaison with other  competent   or•':*;. i   al   ••.. , 

it n  toolini o al   ns.-istaru-e  aotivH i o:-   in   th" difiVront   fields  discussed  d-irir..-* 

Ilio mooting.     I'-  particular,  tho   fol iowin.-- form;- of art i on wore- rr.rnt i on od: 

(a) Tn 1 ho   antomo! .ivo industry:     services io ¿'•ovommont :• o!'d  enl orpri ses, 

-t uidardi ?;ition,   proparal i on  of t colini cal  and  economie studici',   st udì OK 

on  technology at  present   unused,   quality  ooirtrol; 

(b) In  subcont raot inr and. liionsiug agreements:     assistance in the 

establishment  and operation  of appropriate  institutions,  traininf- 

of specialised advisers on   the transfer of technology,  selection 

of foreign technology wuitcd to the country*s needs,  etc. 

5.3    The participants also spoke of the need for an adequate system of informa- 

tion and  research on existing enterprises and technology which could guido 

enterprises  in developing countries  in  their search for partner;'.    It wa;1 

recommended   that   special  attention should be given to  case  studios of sub- 

contracting, whether successi al  or not. 

r.,4    UMIDO was  invited to review,   in harmony with tho rest  of its protrarmi!", 

its promotion a0.1,ivities in the  field of subcontracting and licensing agreement ; , 

in order to  encourage contacts between potential partners and to co-ordinate 

its activities with those of national and international bodies. 

S.r>    In addition,   the participants,   particularly those from developing countries, 

expressed the wit-'h that UNIDO would use all means at  its disposal to persuade 

the fTovemments of developed countries to give greater encouragement to inter- 

enterprise industrial co-operation. 

S.o    The partici parts considered that   close co-operation between UNIDO, 

government s and the various national  and international organizations concerned 

with the  field of international  licensing would be beneficial to the developing 

count rio:-   and deserved to be encouraged and  stimulated. 

•i.'.'    The  part icipants wisht \ to  see further action to develop contacts along 

tho   lines,  of tno  present M( 'ting. 
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M.  Louis PETIT JEAN 
Attaché de direction 

»   M, Bernard LUTZ 
Chef des achats 

M. Jean Marie ffSUVILUS 
Rédacteur 

MM. DRJsYFUSS, GHOBERT, VAGUER 
Direction Division Auto-Induatrie 

M. Henri CHOLLET 
Conseiller des affaires étrangères 

M. André Pierre MARELLE 
Ingénieur général des mines 

M. Patrick L. M. HEflRION 
Expert technique 

M. Raymond DEGREVE 

M. Girard VALLEE 
Service prospection et études ê^mi^mm 

M, Camille GRUAU 
Direeteur 

M. Hubert  BECHET DE BâLAM 
Directeur charmi de mission 

M. Marc LEVERY 
Direction de« relations extérieures 
M.  XEL 

M.  GRIPPOt/LXERE 

M.  AUBERGKh 
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Rnône-Poulenc S.A. 
r'2,  avenue  Montaime 
'I') Pans h 

Représentative/Représentant 

Savi«m 
B, quai  Léon RI ira 
^2100 Sure «no e 

FRANCK 

M.   Louis GILBERT 
Direction des accords et de  la 

propriété industrielle 

M.   LE R^IARD 
Attaché à la Direction des accords et de 

la propriété industrielle 

M.   BOSQUET 
Directeur général adjoint 

M.  Xavier PONAMY 
Attaché de direction 

SIV Marchai 
26, rue Qujrneaer 
9? Iiiay 

Société das Usines Chausson 
V>, rue Malakoff 
92600 âsniereB 

Sole* 
19, rue Lavoisier 
9? »enterre 

Syndicat général de la construction 
électrique 

H,  rue Haetelin 
Y1) Parie 16 

Syndicat mécanique générale 
10,  rue Lord Byron 
75 P*ris 8 

Syndicat national de l'estampa«» 
et de la forno SîflSF 

10, avenue  Hoche 
V) Paria '< 

Tubauto 
6, ru« P.  Vaillant Couturier 
Levailois Parrot 

M.    Armand BATTEUX 
Assistant direction onerale 

M. Albert fOWfflmm 
Responsable Service licences de fabrication 

M. Michel LACOURT 
Cadre commercial, exportât ion-1 iceneea 

M. H. de MONTESQUIEU 
Directeur exportation 

M.  Pierre de BEAUMOiff 
Directeur de« relations internationales 

M. Jean THEIS 
Secrétaire général 

M. MACCHIA 
Délégué général 

M. Pierre BKÄARD 
ie«bre Syndioat des fabricants 

accessoires pour automobiles 

ÏÏ£Ùim-œ±    a#^»a»K   ffirnKtf 

Stuttgart 
2uffenhausen 

ej» Baarred LEISEM 
Chef de Service 
32 avenue Miohelet 
93 St Ouen (prence) 
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Federal  Republic of GERMANY / 

Reprt.-entative.. Représentant 

République fédéra^ d'Allemagne 

BundeBministeraum  für Wirtschaft 
und Finanzen 

Bonn-Duisdorf 

Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit 

5- Köln, Lmdentnal 
DUrenerstrasse, 295 

Daimler Benz AG 
7000 Stuttgart-UntertUrkheim 
Mercedes strasse 

Institut für Allgemeine 
Ueerseeforachung 

2 Bsjrtjurg 36 
Neuer Jungfarastieg 21 

Planunffsgruppe Ritter 
624 Königstein/Taunua 
Wiesbadener Strasse 92 

Volkswagen Harke AG 
Wolfsburg 

Mr.   Hans Georg HANSKN 
Conseiller, Section pour  les organisations 

internationales 

Mr.  Herbert MITTENDORF 
Managing Director 

Mr.  F.  SCHLOTER 
Project Promotion 

Mr« Hildegard ¿ELSCH 
Manager of Contract Department Export 

Mr. Walter LFAÍBE 

Mr. Adolf cmmm 
ite search Staff 

Mr. ten UBEROI 
Department Head 

Mr. Reinhard KOORKAMP 
HmnjafAP 

Macro-Economic Section 

Commerce and Industry Bepftrtsisiit 
Fir« Brigade Building 
Hong Kong 

ir. ley F0RTER 
Assistant Mreeter of Commerce and Industry 

/jWHffl 
Ministry of Metallurgy and Engineering 
»Irtirok ut. 85 
Budapest ft 

i 

NQKT Committee fer International \ 
Eonosic Relations 

Kossut ¡Ajos Ter 5 
Budapest 

Institut is recherche â« l'industrie 
automobile * AUPORUf 

104, B. Bartok 
Budapest XI 

Mogurt (Société pour le commerce 
extérieur d«automobiles) 

Benetur Utca 13 
Budapest 

!r, Psrsne TAMISAS 
General Director 

Mr. Frigy*s HORCHLfiR 

M.  Sandor SZ4BO 
Chef de Section 

M. Gygrgy KBIESZTORY 
Consultant économique 
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davivTi   Reach   Workshop 
4.3/4^  Garden  hc-.ch 
Calcutta  ?A 

Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd 
Kandivli   East 
Bombay  67  MB 

Gov eminent  of Indonesia 
Jl. da ja Mada 8 
Djakarta 

P.T. Gaya Motor 
Jl. Sulawesi  2 
Djakarta 

Pawos Ltd 
Maeasaar 430/432 Jl. 
Cendrawasm 

Udatin Ltd 
29 Jl.  Antara 
Djakarta 

Industrial Development and 
Renovation Organization 

43% Takhte Jamshid Ave. 
Teheran 

Fi At Spa 
Coreo Marconi,  10 

RupreHtmtat1ve/HepreWitan 

INDIA /   INÛK 

Mr.   G.   SOUNDARARATAN 
Manalin?' Director 

Mr. Kumar Vidyadhar SARBfiSAI 
Chief Ixer itive 
Automotive ili vi si on 

«XfflESiA / nmorwTK 

HIE 

Mr. SUHaÄTOYÖ 
Government Official 

Mr. Janee SUL DUN 
Director of finance 

Mr. Benny SYAMSUDDIN 
President Director 

Mr. Nico BRAK 
Director 

Mr. Bisa F. TOUBA 
Vice-President - Technical 

mur 7 ntfrff 

Istituto per la Ri costrugi©ne 
Industriale III 

8y, via Veneto 
«odia 

Mr. Luigi FKRRO 
Direttore Relazioni Culturali 

Mr. Luigi Umberto VIKEA 
Consultant 

Mr. Jean-Paul JULLIEK 
Directeur Marketing 

Mr. Vittorio B0MI8C0MTI 

Mr. Roland BtLPOHT 
D4l$«ul «Inlral, Fiat France, Parie 

Mr. Roberto Sa?»! 

ivoir COAST 7 con Piroja» 
Bureau de  dive?oppemeni   industriel 
H. P.  4 lytj 
Abidjan 

Ambassade  de  CSte d'Ivoire 
4,  bi<i  Sachet 

Pans 

M.  Yaü Alphonse KOIJMAN 
Directeur finirai 

M.  Philippe MâMCSlOM 

Dilégui | Pari« du Ministère du Pian 
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Nomura Research Institute for 
Technology and Economies 

1600 Kajiwara 
Kamakura,  Kana#awa 

Toyota Motor Brussels 
Representative Office 
155 Quai dee Usines 
1020 Bruxelles 

Hepreaentat.i Vc/Repr*«nn« „„« 

JAPAN / JfPOW 

Mr.   Hideo 3AP0H 
Chief of Soeio-Kconosuc Department 

ir.  Ri i chi KHIABK 
Manager 

P^dsral Industrial Developaent 
Authority - PIDA 

P.O. Box 618 
Kuala Lumpur 

üünii ( iiíáínnt 

*>• Mohamed MW 
Director 

SAÜífí-jLilSíiB 
Nini «tir«! du oomneree et de 

l'industrie 
Mexico D.f. 

Industria Automotrii y del Traneporte 
Secretaria de Industria, y Comercio 
A*». Cuanhteaoe 80 
Nexioo D.F. 

M* Miguel S. WÍOHCZSK 
Conseiller 

Mr. Jorge Eduardo ORVAKANOS 
Sub-Director General 

Mini«tire du commerce, de V industrie 

fcïj " #t ** l* •»rt«* ««rohande 

Société" marocain« d> conatruction« 
automobile« SQ*AC* 

•* 12, Autoroute Casa-ftaemt 
Casablanca 

1» Ooornr'o AwtieiêMtlft^rttfcaii 

KindAoven 

PAUO tntmtmfieiiml i.V. 
fm LeyenberffhUwi, 157 
Ameterdam-Builtenveldert 

Pedera.1 Ministry of Industrio 

M.  Lphcen IBARIOUBf 
Chef du Service des investissements 

M* Mohamed BFURBI 
Administrateur, «reotttur gtnêm 

«• •««Billed LARHOUATI 
In/rlniour char*«* de 1* ¥*lori«*ii»n 

nationale 

»rami 

»*. Aerar*» j. t, *»* WO 
Acheteur 

Mi*. K. wiLumn 
fiée-Président 

Mr. Cromwell Oaamaro IBÏR 
Under-Secretary 

Mr. Michael 1. 0. tm 
Principal Research Officer 
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PAKISTAN 

Ministry  of Production and Presidential 
Affaire 

Islamabad 

Board of  Industrial Management 
National  Shipping Corporation Bldg 
6th Floor, Karachi 

Mr. Javed ,ALAT 
Deputy Secretary 

Mr. Hunyaun Sultan MUPTI 
Member 

P^LJPPIWJI 

Philippine Chamber of Industries 
P.O.   Box .38?3 
Manila 

Mr, 3mê B. R. POLI0ARPIO 
Director 

POLAHD / POLOGNE 

Ministry of Machine Industry 
KPW,  Warsaw 
ul.  Krueza 36 

Department for External Economic 
Co-operation 

Planning Commission of the Council 
of Ministers 

PI.  Tvjsech Krzyzy 
Warsaw 

P.I.V. 
Inctitute of the Polish Automobile 

Industry 
23 Stalinirradaka 
Warsaw 

Ambassade de Pologre 
1, rue de Talleyrand 
Paris 7 

Mr. JanusB SZOTGK 
Vice-minister 
Under-Secretary of State 

Mr. B.   ZULAWNIK 
Deputy Director 

Mr. Eduard LOTH 
Deputy Director 

Nr. Julian SZCZYOIEL 
First Secretary 

MMAMA / ROUMANIE 

Centre de projets automobiles 
Pitesti i Calea 
Burniresti,  2 

Sociltl nationale d'études et 
de promotion industrielle (SOMIPI) 

4|  rue Maunottry 
Dakar 

M. Viniciuè Nicola« ANGHEL 
Direct«ur 

M. Faly BA 
Présidant directeur genlrei 

SINGAPORE / SIHGAftHfJ! 

Singapore Economie Development 
Board,  London Office 

IS,   Lower Grosvenor Place 
London SW 1 

Mr. Christopher L1N 
Director 
Overseas Operations 

_J 
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ANrAC Agrupación Nacional  de 
Fabricantes de Automóviles y 
Camiones 

Cea. Bermudez 6 
Madrid 3 

Industrias Amutio S.A. 
Valencia 

ENASA 
Avenida de Aratri 40? 
Madrid 

S.Ï.A.T. 
Avenida del Generali saino 146 
Madrid 16 

AB-Scania-Vaois 
151 87 S&dsrtSlje 
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Représentative/Représentant 

SPAIN / ESPAUNK 

Mr. L. F. TEHTttK 
Asesor Técnico 

Mr. Amutio ANGSL 
Delegado Bolsas Sindicales 3ub-0ontrataplán 

Mr. Josl SANZ NAVIO 
Ingeniero DTO. Asistencia Técnica 
Extranjero 

Mr. Victoriano SAN PABLO DE LA ROSA 
Asesor Técnico 

I_3UEDE 

Mr. GBsta BEIWERT 
Export Manager 

WM/m / THAILAND 

Ministry of Industry 
Industrial Economics and Planning 

Division 
Bangkok 

Karnasuta General  Assembly G»» Wd 
P.O. Box 1421 
Bangkok 

Centre national de promotion 
industrielle 

Lomé 

Mr. Jiamsak SINGHARACHAI 
Chief of Industrial Policy and Planning 

Mr. Prakaipet INDHUSOPHON 
Director 

T030 

M. Habel AKPAMA 
Directeur 

TUEI3IA / TUMSIE 

Hi.iistère de 1« économie nationals 
B.P. 5t Belvedere 
Tunis 

Cantre national d'études industrielles 
I* P. 5« Belvedere 
Tunis 

Société do fonderie et de mécanique 
SOFOMECA 

Km 5, Routs de Sousse 
Msgrine Riada 
Tunis 

M. Motteàdine BECHRAOUI 
Directeur général de l'industrie 

M. Ali CHEIIOI-KMU'ALLAH 
Ingénieur 
Section mécanique et sous-*rai tance 

M. M.  Ridha BENMANSOUR 
Président directeur général 
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Société tunisienne  de banque 
I,  avenue Habib Tl.ameur 
Tunis 

Société tunisienne d'industrie 
automobile: 

19|  rue de Turquie 
funis 

Représentât ive/Reprénent ant 

TUNISIA / TUNISIE 

Mme Gladys ADDA 
Directeur 

M. Mohamed TOUZANI 
Président directeur général 

TUMBY / TOMUIE 

Ministry of Industry and Technology 
Oasi 1.  tesai Bui,   127/13 
Baltepe, Ankara 

National  Productivity Centre 
Mithatpasa Caddesi  46/2 
Yenisehir 
Ankara 

Mr-  Arslan B.  SAN IR 
Vi ce-Preeident 
Industry Department 

Mr.  Ali ORHON 
Secretary General 

Chambre d'industrie d'Istanbul 
Istanbul 

M.  Refah AYBER 
Secrétaire général adjoint 

m\on or SOVIET WMUW fEnW^/uNpa «B RJ^L^UES aoctm^p Wimwm 
Institute oT Kconomics of the World 

Socialist System 
Novo Cheremushkinskaja 4¿ 
w ^BCOW 

Mr.  GriRori M.   PROKHOROV 
Professor  f Economi es.) 

UNITES) KIWBOW / B0VAU»E UHI 

The Sieonomist   Intelligence Uni.  Ltd 
Spencer Houst 
27 St.  James Place 
London   SW ; 

Mr. John J.   BUTLER 
Deputy Director 
Development and Planning Division 

Institute of Commonwealth Studies 
?lf  St.  ¡M«R 
Oxford 

Mr*  An^fUB HONK 
Hesearch Officer 

Metra Consulting Group 
"•'31  Lower Helrrave  Street 
London 3fc 1 

í.atwmal  Hijearen Development 
Or -an: rat : -m 

Vii*    <in - • -ate   House 
!   '.': M .'i'i Street 

Mr. ielvyn J. ILSt 
Management Consultant 

Mr. Kenneth R.  POMFRlf 
Consultant * 

Mr.  Basil J.  A.   BARB 
Mmmpìnt? Di ree ¿or 

'   i*   "'otor Manufacturera Mr.   Eric H.   COWNIfc. 
Kconomir  Adviser 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA / 

Agency for International   Development 
Department of State 
Washington D.C.   20523 

The Budd Company 
2450 hunt infarte Avenue 
Ph  Lade1phia 

Celanese Corporation 
522, Fifth Avenue 
»«* York, ».Y. 10Û36 

Ford Motor Co, 
Detroit 

(tonerai Motor« Overseas Corp, 
76? Pifth Avenue 
Hew York, N.Y.  10022 

The Industrial Property Rights 
Group 

lr/it Fifth Avenue 
New York, N.Y.  1001? 

Snyder Associates Ine, 
t, Conn. 046426 

herrouetit.itivv( ueyréduitant, 

Mr, Henry A.   A HNO LI) 
Deputy   Director, Office of  üc-i .>m e 

and   Pfchno! rtfty 

Mr, Henry A.   ¡H'TN-If.'.T 
Budd Representative  of Kuropt 

Mr. Dudley Ü.  SXITH 
consultant 

Mr. 8.  ¥. DIAL 
Director of Deabum Office, UK 

Mr. J.  CANDR1ES 
Governmental Affairs Associate 
c/c Ford of Europe,  Bruxelles, B»lfiUM 

Mr. Richard L. THORMTON 
Esecutive 

Mr. Robert OOLDSCHKIDER 
Partner 

Mr, A.  Edward SÄYDBR 
Présidant 

Ministerio de Fomento 
C.S.B. Edil. Sur 60 piso 
OP. 633 
Caracas 

Cañara de la Industria Venatolaaa 
Autoaotric 

Avenida la Industria, Ed. Cat* 
de Italia, San Bernardino 

Caraos« 

Mr. Hugo PI SANI-RI CCI 
Secretario, Costiti Consultivo 

Industria Autonomit 

Mr. Ernesto GOHftMOHI 
Prendente 

Mr. Carlos KAUFFKAJ* 
Director Volksvairsn   Interi riatkiìa 

UTU / Yg/maiA?« 
Zavodi Crvena Zastave 
Kragujevac 

«r, p. rnxmm 
Wreetor General 

M.  D»  KKSTUROViC 
Chief of Department 
Co-operation m „h Foreign Count rie» 

Mr. B.  WZM 
JLegal Adviser 
Zavodi  Crvena Zastava, Belgrade   , 
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ZAIRE 

Département de  l'economi« nationale 
et dt l'industrie 

B.   P.  B^OO 
Kinshasa 

Representat i ye/Représentant 

M.  Iba Ngoma Vu la ATABOREKA 
Chef de Bureau 

M. Nicolas MABEKA 

Unitesi   Mations Economie 
Cosmission for iurope 

Qsnsva, Svi tsar latti 

Cosmesi on Iconoaiqua pour 
l'Surope tes Nations Unies 

îensv«, Suisse 

International Labour Of fio« ILO 
1211 Qeneva, 3witseriand 

iiuraau international du   Travail BIT 
1PÌ1 Sénevé, Sui« 

(Mitad «atíons Education, Scianti fio 
and Cultural Organisation UMMCO 

Place da Pontenoy 
fens, Prance 

Orfani sat i on aas Hat i ans Unisa pour 
PéMucatiea, la sotanee at la 
cultura! UnsSCO 

Flavos da Poateitoy 
Paris, France 

International fi nan os Qornoration IfC 
ISIS N Street K.W. 
Washington D.C. 204 ii«* USA 

Société finanzièra iatsrnationmle SPI 
1016 H Street ».*. 
Waehin^ton O.C. K43i, ttataMUtls 

World Intellectual Proserty 
Organisation WPO 

321 ohesiin des Colsobsttss 
1211 Usuava, Switzerland 

Orfani sat i'vn »ondi ala de la 
propriété* intellectuelle CUPI 

l?f eheeun das Colonbettes 
1?1I Osnlve, Siti ava 

N.  Lasara KOPELMANAS 
Professeur a la Faculté de droit da 
1* (Mivaraiti ds Oenlve 
Conseiller da la Cosalission 

Nr. S. nATAMABI 
Official, Economic Branoh 

Nr. ». LIWC0W3KI 
Chief, Flald Inuipswnt division 

«r. B. MAUS 
Deputy Chief, Field Iquipment 

Division 

Nr. Thomas R. WIÎWAT* 
Inflnearin« DapartMAt 

••Mjna    nfYJMPNwQ 

Oflssiasllor. Nasal traili atti an i 
•Bastassi jyss a      A^^^^—^^^^g^^uaug^^k ^BSe^a£s)l <A dassi 

Mr» A* B. 
hMSjt tilt stint 
Industrial Property Diviaion 
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INTERNATIONAL AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

ORGANISATIONS   INTERNATIONALES ET INTERGOlIVKRNLHK!fPAI.M'i 

Centre d'études industrielles 
du Maghreb 

ß.P.   2)5 
Tanger, Maroc 

M.  Hassan SKAM.I 
Expert 

Organization of American States OAS 
17 35»   I Street 
Waohington DG 20006»  USA 

Organisation des Etats américains OEA 
24 f avenue de Champe1 
Genève, Suisse 

Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development OECD 

21  rue A. Pascal 
Paris 16, Prance 

Organisation de coopération et de 
développement économiques OCDE 

2, rue A. Pascal 
Paris 18, Prance 

OECD Development Centre 
94 f rue Chardon Lagache 
75 Paris 16, Prance 

OCßB Centre de développement 
941 rue Chardon Lagaohe 
75 Paris 16, Pranoe 

M. Pierre F. GONOD 
Chargé du programme de iranofert 

technologique 
Direction des affaires Bcientifiquee et 

techîiiqueE 

M.   Rémy  FREIRK 

M. Giovanni RUTO 
Directeur des affaires scientifiques 

Mae Marthe TFWZKR 
Conseiller spécial 

M. Guy CRISPIN 
Administrateur 
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GOVERNMENT OF FRANCE / GOUVERNEMENT FRANCA TS 

Ministère du développement 
industriel et scientifique 

971   rue de Grenelle 
75 Paris 7 

M. J. DELORME 
Directeur de la technologie 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION,  (lW) 

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POlffl LE HmOPPBHaff INDUSTRIEL (OMUM) 

Mr.  François LE QUAY 
Director 
Industrial Policies and Prop-ammiiig Division (IPPD) 

Mr.  W.  Hiroshi TANAXA 
Actin - Chief 
Export Industrie» Section, IPPD 

Mr. lnri<nw AOUILAR 
Industrial Development Officer 
Industrial Institutions Section 
Industrial Service» and Institutions Division 

I 

Mr. K.  ASBLMAim 
Senior Industria] Development Adviser, UMIDO 
c/o United Rations Development Programme 
Lima, Peru 

Mr.  FelikB BOCHENLXI 
Interregional Adviser 
Industrial Financing and Investment Promotion Section, IPPD 

Mr. Daniel CARRIERE 
Consultant 

Mr. Oscar GONZÁLEZ-HERNÁNDEZ 
Industrial Development Officer 
Engineerin? Industries Section 
Industrial Tedinole-gr Division 

Mr. Peter KARDOS 
Industrial Development Officer 
Export Industries Section, IPPD 

Mr. Sergio ZAMPETTI 
Industrial Development Officer 
Export Industries Section, IPPD 

Mrs* Johanna HOPSTAETTER 
Administrative Assistant 
Office of Conference Services 
Division of Administration, Conference and General Services 

Miss Françoise GIROUD 
Secretary 
Industrial Financing and Investment Promotion Section,  IFPD 

Miss Ulrike SPRINGER 
Secretary 
Export  Industries Section, IPPD 






